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TWENTY-NINT- H

Japanese immigration were in Vancouver heading the demonstration.
"Frank W. Cotterlll, president of
the Washington State Federation of
Labor: A. E. Fowler, secretary of the
and Corean Immigration league: George P. Llstman. prominent Seattle labor leader, were all
present, together with a big delegasymtion of Amrlcan
pathizers.
"The significance of the Japanese
riots dates back to the program
evolved when It was announced that
Iahll was coming to Seattle. It was
decided, and telegraphed out of Seattle that the
organizations
proposed to present Ishii, whtle he
was In Seattle, with a protest against
Japanese immigration.
"At the time that the plan was formulated tt was believed that Ishii would
spend
a week in Seattle and then go
MAY RESULT IN RIGID
to Vancouver. There was also plan- TRAGEDY GROWS OUT
ned at a conference between VancouCOOLIE EXCLUSION PACT ver and
OF HIGH PLAY AT POKER
Seattle
leaders
all the details for a big
demonstration In Vancouver on SepHope .Expressed In Washing- tember 12.
Loser Accosts Winner In Pres"it developed that Tshii did not
In
to
spend
have
the
Seattle and
ton That Japan's Experience he went time
ence of Lady and Gets Nine
through to Vancouver. At
same
the
time
the
local
leaders
With John Bull Will
Bullets In His Body; SymT
were In Vancouver when the outbreak occurred, and though letters
With America, state that they advised the 'mob not
pathy With Slayer,
to do violence. It Is believed that the
to
do
demonstration had
with their
ISpeclnl Dlspateh to the Hornliur
Washington, Sept. 10. That a strin- presence."
gent exclusión treaty between AmérClayton, N. M Sept. 10. Robert
ica and Japan is measureably nearer CIIIXTCSrc ARMKR .WITH
Steele, a well known gambler, was
realization than the most optlin ft'.r:
WINCHESTERS M AUD STORKS shot and killed this morning by Benadministration official could hav beVancouver, Sept. 10. The Chinese jamin Milsap, a prominent and weallieved forty-eigago,
is
hours
the and Japanese quarters of Vancouver thy stockman. Last night Milsap won
judgment of the members of tha dip- are practically in, a state of seige. $500 from Steele at poker and, a'r
lomatic corps heie. This long sount Hundreds of revolvers and guns were though a professional gambler, Steele
object is expected to be attained per- sold yesterday to the orientals until proved to be a hard loser. This mornhaps as an Indirect result of the the police prohibited the sale of fire- ing Steele saw Milsap coming down
mobbing of the Japanese at Vinoou-ve- r arms to any one. Kvery Chinese mer- the street with one of the most promin Hrltlsh Columbia last Stttut-da- y chant goes about with an armed' body inent young women of the city.
He
nipht.
guard, and at the entrance of every Is reported to have said to friends:
Officials here deplore whnt they Chinese store stands a Mongolian with "He won my money, but I will get
view as an unfortunate and unwar- a Winchester rifle. All the Chinese even with him by bawling him out
ranted Infraction of the trenty lights working within a radius of fifteen in front of his lady friends."
of the Japanese, but they j not fail miles from Vancouver have been sumHe then accosted Milsap, saying:
to perceive at once the important moned and are filling all the houses
"Come through with
that money
bearing that this incident will prob- In the oriental quarter.
you won from me while gambling last
ably have upon the negotiations beThe question has been raised as to night."
tween the state department
Mllaap whipped out a
and the whether- the city or the dominion Is
Japanese ambassador, looking to the responsible for the $20.000 damage and emptied it into Steele's body. Redrafting of a treaty that shall limit done by the mob Saturday and Sun- loading he tired three more bullets
the incoming of Japanese coolies In- day nights.
Into him before the bystanders disstead of allowing the subject to be
The chief of police has sworn In armed him. Anyone of the nine buldealt with in the present loose fashion one hundred special constables. The lets would have killed Steeie, Milsap
by what amounts to a
un militia will also be called out on any was arrested, but sympathy Is with
derstandlng on the part of the Japan- sign of further disturbance.
him In the shooting.
ese government to withhold passports
to coolies coming, directly to the JAPAXKSK liKLIKVE
United States. The belief that a
CANADA WILL APOLOGIZE
treaty is now within sight Is based on
Tokio, Japan, Sept. 10. The forthe conviction of officials that the eign office has received a dispatch
Japanese government will now be from the Japanese consul general at
brought face to face with the fact Ottawa saying that the Canadian govthat as If cannot discriminate between ernment will express Its regret for
Great Hritaln and America in the mat- the occurrences at Vancouver and take
ter of demands for fair treatment for steps to prevent further trouble.
Its subjects and must by this time bo
An official of the foreign office said
convinced that the problem presented to the Associated Press: "We have
Is really a radical one, the only soluthe utmost confidence In the Canadian
tion of which will lie In the formal government, as we also have in that
recognition by Japan of the right of of America. Commissioner ishli's disother nations to restrict coolie immi- patch says that the disturbance will
gration, not only In America, but In soon be quelled and that there Is no
Hritish Columbia, Australia and other reason for a repetition.
Hrltlsh colonies.
"Our Information Is that the outTo take any other view, it Is point- break, like that at Ho Ingham and
ed out here, wuld mean a breach of elsewhere. Is the result of the Korean
agitation, crethe alliance with Kngland, of whHi league's
the Japanese have been so proud, aad ated by false and exaggerated reports
'
tohleh rhey "regard as so- neeessarr in concerning the conditions In- Kotea an 1
the development of their amoitlius the attitude and sentiment of the GOVERNOR WELCOMES G, A,
Rchemes for the exploitation of the Japanese,
The foreign office Is not
R, TO SARATOGA SPRINGS
east. For though the Prltish govern- disturbed by the Vancouver affair an 1
amlo-gize quite confident that everything will be
ment may. and doubtless will,
protect
Japan."
for the Vancouver affair anil evi n done to
pay Indemnity, a repetition of th Inrvu
io:
I IIUUiKlllU
OIA
UlU
OUIUIKIi,
cident is believed to be almost r cria in
unless the Hrltlsh government ylel.le
to the demands of the Hritish ColumERUPTION Their Wives and Daughters,
bians In the matter of restricting JapEncampment
Fill
Hall at
anese Immigration.
As a matter of fact, negotiations are
already on foot between the Hritish
Opening Session,
and the Japanese governments to regIII
ALASKA
Influx
of
ulate the
coolie labor into
Hrltlsh colonies. The Vancouver InSaratoga Springs. X, Y Sept.
cident wllK It Is believed here, hasten
the formal welcome of (iovcrnor
'
.these negotiations to conclusion, and
Charles K. Hughes, of New York, the
tf Japan enters Into treaty relations White Men and Natives Badly forty-fift- h
annual encampment of the
(Irand Army of the Republic opened
of that kind with Great Hrllaln, It
cannot refuse to do so with America,
tonight In Convention hall. Six thouScared bv Startling Phenom- sand
so that there Is, after all, the prospect
veterans, members of the Women's Relief corps, the Ladles of the
that Secretary Hoot and Ambassador
enon in Far North;
Aokl will soon again be In conference
Grand Army and other patriotic oron this subject.
ganizations, filled the hall to overflowing.
.1,1.,,, o ..,... I, ..,,!
.,,,( in
o,irl
pi:i.iii:i: i,.nui'.it skkks
The Indications tonight point to the
SOLITION OK PKOIiilM here from officer of the revenue cut- election of Charles (. Murtón, of NeI. ter Rush, lying at Dutch Harbor, dat
Ottawa, Ontario, Sept. 10. H.
for
vada. Mo as commander-in-chie- f
Macpherson. a member of parliament ed September 4, says that on Septem- the ensuing year, to succeed Comma1
2
In
nnd
a
ber
today
volcano
the Aleutian nder-in-chief
from Vancouver, conferred
villi
Mrown. There .are
Islands broke forth, sending tons ,of five active candidates for this honor
Premier LiiurlT regarding the jap
Invasion of the Pacific toast, Mr. ashes and cinders over a score or more In the field. At a caucus held tonight
of the native villages, frightening the fleneral Hürton was endorsed by the
Marpherson subsequently said:
"Sir Wilfrid Laurier has been 'a- native Alaskans as well as the white departments of New York, Illinois',
ctively engaged on the question flare out of their wits and covering the Ohio
and Wisconsin. His election
he returned from Kngland, and I am decks of the cutter Rush with debris would be a victory for the present adacA
hurricane
convinced that the solution Is at hand. from the volcano.
ministration of the veterans' organizaI had a most satisfactory interview companied the phenomenon nnd wild tion and continue In power the forces
of
were
fowl
say
to
driven
kinds
can
all
premier.
You
that
with the
far
now in control of the destinies of the
1 deprecate any net of lawlessness.
I sea.
No llveH are reported lost. The order.
fully realize that such conduct makes eruption occurred In I he vicinity of
the question all the more difficult to the Island of Perry, which sprang up
settle. We have no desire to Inter- from the sea a short time after the WHISKEY NO CURE
fere with the sjood feeling that exists San Francisco earthquake.
FOR CONSUMPTION
between Canada and Japan as two nations, ami 1 di) not think that Japan RELAX FEDERAL PURE
has any desire to disregard our feelFOOD REGULATIONS Scientific Reis.rl Declares Alcohol Not
ings."
1'ven Preventive of Disease.
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STANDARD OIL SEEKS

Indianapolis, Sept.

Attorney Who
laimed State Government Attorneys Insist
Right1
No
Had
Defendant Company Should
to Regulate
Freight Rates Informed He
Be Required to Give a Bond
'"fías No Case,
for $29,000,000 in Interim.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 10. In tho
hearing before Judgo Ijichren, in the
United States district court here today, K. S. Robert, attorney for th'
Northern Pacific Railway company
asked for leave to fil an amended petition In the tight of the railroads
against the two-cefare nnd the reduced freight rates I enact, il by the
He had adMinnesota legislature.
mitted that the slat," had the right to
entra-stnt- it
regulate
transportation,
but argued that In almatter involviici
also transportation heynnd the confines of the state, the) state nad no auj
thority,
Judge Lochren hiard Mr. Robert
through, and then Hi formed him ho
had no case. This Jblow to the attorneys for the rallioads resulted In
a conference, and a fhange of tactics
and a request for leave to lile an
amended petition, which was granted.
The amended pet It bin n lieges confiscation.' This had
pleaded In regard to the passongir rates, but now
the same complaint lis alleged In regard to the commodity rates,
nt
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CANADA'S GOOD IXTKXTIOXS (government Makes TciiiM(Hiry
Ottawa, Ontario, Sept. It). Japanto Louisiana tMiyar .Men.
ese Consul Nosse today received the

a
following telegram from Consul
at Vancouver:
"About 10:30 last night (Monday)
the rioters set the Japanese primary
school on fire, but the building was
saved from destruction by the Japanese. I at once Interviewed the mayor
at the, police station and made demands on him to call out the mllltla
whenever necessary."
Consul (enera' Nosse presented thP
telegram to Sir Wilfrid t.uurler. "All
that I am doing," said Mr. Nosse, "Is
to present to the premier the Information of the disturbances as It reaches
me. The rest I leave to the good
sense of the Hrltlsh and the Canadian
governments, which
have always
treated us fairly. I am satisfied that
they will do so In the future, and that
our people will have the protection of
the Canadian law."

!

Morl-klw-

out
WO UK IN VANCOI'VICIl

ciiim:si', coores

Vancouver, U. C, Sept. 10. Everything Is quiet today and there was no
further attempt to renew the
rioting. None of the Japanese
have as yet returned to their work In
the lumber mills, which are still
closed down, but which expect to resume tomorrow. The strike of the
Chinese cooks bids fair to last longer,
and the restaurants are dosed. Hotels,
clubs and private families ire making
shift without cooks, and Vancouver
people are receiving an object lesson
In their dependence on the Chinese
domestic servant.
antl-Aslat- lc

Washington, Sept. 10. As the result of a conference of the pure food
and drug Inspection board today with
I). D. Colock, secretary of the Louisiana Sugar exchange, Dr. It. R. Mlour,
chemist In charge of the Louisiana experiment stations, anil F. R. Rrnus-sar- d
of the bureau of chemistry,
agreed to permit, the refining of sugar to continue as In the past as far as
this year's crop Is concerned. The
conference wa the result of a ruling
that sulphur used In the refining of
sugar to continue as In the past as far
as this year's crop Is concerned. The
conference was the result of a ruling
that sulphur used In the refining of
SOLDIERS
sugar cane molasses made the roiluet SONS OF NOTED
unwholesome, although this process
FACE INVESTIGATION
has been followed for the past 100
years. The board agreed to permit the
use of not more than 3 .1 milligrams
Disruption
10.
of sulphurous dioxide to one kilogram í Chlcngo. Sept. squadron
of the
threatens the First
of syrup.
United States cavalry,
The decision to require no change Thirteenth
practice
this year was reached because of the which ended its
last week. An
representation of Louisiana men that march to Fort Sheridan will
strike at
scandal which
the credit of the growers would be Im- army
names In
paired If the department Insisted on some of the most revered
a consequence,
the elimination of sulphur, as the the service Impends as bickering
and
mnrket price of sugar made without Constant quarreling,
sulphur was much less than the other. dissatisfaction between men and officers Is declared to have marked the
long march. Almost Immediately afRED MEN BARLIQUOR
ter the troopers started on- their
from Fort Riley. Kas., July 27.
MEN FROM MEMBERSHIP Itmarch
hetrnn
la iteelarod thnt htrkerlnir
The action of some of the officers, It
Norfolk, Va Sept. 10. The great Is declared, will bring the whole mattoday adopted un ter to the official notice of the war
council of Red
In Washington, and an Inamendment to the constitution pro- department Is
deemed certain to folhibiting membership to all saloon vestigation
keepers and bartenders. This action low.
Among the officers of the battalion
Is not, however, retroactive.
are Philip Sheridan. Jr., son of the Ih
llustrious civil war general, and
lined for Kccllng Automobile,
Lee, Jr., whose father fought
London. Sept. 10. Oscar Lewlsohn.
who married Kdna Alny last June, ha through both the civil ami Spanish-America- n
wars, lloth these young ofbeen fined $125 at Kastbourne for ex
ficers are said to be Involved in
feeding tho syeod limit In hlK
lf
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PLAN MOTS TO 1MIMIKKS

COMMISMOXr.il 1S1III
Portland. Ore., Sept. 10. The
today prints the following spe"
cial from Seattle:
"Kvery Indication Is that 'the Van-couver riots were carefully1 planned to Impress M. Ishll,' chief of the
bureau of foreign commerce of Japan.
It Is slgnlllcant that the leaders of
the Seattle organisations against the
Ore-pnnl-

"

10.
Whiskey
Sept.
Philadelphia,
neither cures nor nrevents consumo- tlon, as many people believe, accord
ing to the annual report of the Hjnvv
Phlpps Institute, one of the leadlos;
Institutions in the United States for
the treatment of tuberculosis.
It Is pointed out that nearly one-haof the patients treated at ihe tin
some occupation
stltute followed
because
while undergoing treatment,
their poverty would not admit of their
not doing so.
"Sick horses are not permitted to
work," concludes the report. "How
strange that there are no societies for
the prevention of cruelty to human
beings."

n
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Fltz-htig-

Chicago, Kept. 10. The Standard
Oil company of Indiana today applied
to tho United Slates circuit court for
a writ of supercede:)) suspending the
operation of the recent decision of
Judge Landls, in the United Slates dis-

trict court. In which the penalty assessed against the company was a fine
of $2!1,400.00U.
Judge Gi'osscup. before whom the
application was made, declined to take
action until lie has heard the arguments from attorneys on both sides.
The arguments consumed the greater
of a day. The attorneys for the government Insisted that If the superced-ea- s
or writ of error was granted the
bond should be as large us the line
assessed against the company. Attorneys for the company argued for
a bond of $1,000,000. Judge Grosseup,
while not specifying the amount of
the bond, declared that he thought it
should be eitial at least to the total
value of the Standard Oil company rtf
Indiana.

4

Corporations Indicted.
Jamestown, N. Y., Sept. 10. The
federal grand jury ibis afternoon returned additional Indictments against
the Pennsylvania and New York Central railroads, the Standard oil company and the Vacuum till company of
Rochester. N. Y. Kach Indictment
contains 58 counts.

QUIT

WIF E SLAYER

Navy Department Decides tc
Get Along Without Youths
Who Persisted in Night Excursions,
Annapolis, Sept. 10. Superintendent
Badger, of the nuval'.academy, today
notified Midshipmen Clarence C. Rlne"
of Cheyenne, Wyo., and Oscar (3.
Salo, of Jasper. Ind., that their resignations are desired by the navy department. They are two- fourth class
men who were charged with conllnu-ou- s
"Frcnchlng" from the academy
limits at night.
-

HAGUE CONFERENCE
FAVORS PRIZE COURT

vice

.H RGF. VACATES WARRANTS
AGAIN' NT I'OltMI'.K GOV KltNOIJ
Lexington, Sept. 0. Clrotflt Judge
1

Stout today suspended the warrants
Issued against YV. S. Taylor, former
governor of Kentucky, who is charged
with complicity in the murder of William Goebel and who Is now In
This action Is for the purpose of allowing Taylor to return to
Kentucky and testify In behalf of
Caleb Powers, who Is soon to be tried
for the fourth time lor the Goebel
murder. Prosecution desires lo got
Taylor to make a statement in court,
even though he comes as u defense,
Requisitions made on the
witness.
governor of Indiana were refused.
Nov Coiulcii'iicil for I Ife.
Path, Me., Sept. 10. Life imprisonment at hard labor in slate prison
was the sentence Imposed today by
Justice AVhitehouse In the supreme
court upon Sidney K. Preble, the
boy who was found
guilty by a jury last night of the murder of his companion, Noi rls Whenton.
When the sentence was pronounced
Preble bowed two or three times to
the clerk, and, looking around the
court room, smiled for the first time
during his trial. He will be taken to
the Thomasion prison tonight.
Madison.

for Trouble Ordered to Leave
Oklahoma Town Under
Penalty of Death,
Weatherford, Okln'.. Sept. 1.0. Crazed by jealousy over the attentions paid
his wife by another man, and ignoring the piliful plea of liis little daughter, Ico Lundy, the proprietor of a
hotel here, today fired three shots into
his wife's body, killing her Inslantlv.
Two hours later Lundy was shot and
instantly killed by a posse of citizens
which surrounded him in a canyon
south of town, where be attempted to
make his escape.
At the conclusion of the coroner's
inquest on the victims of the tragedy
a delegation of citizens called on S. 1).
Fry, a piano dealer, and gave him
until daylight tomorrow morning to
get out of town. Fry declared that
he would stay as long as he liked, and
another killing is feared tomorrow If
Fry persists in his Intention of remaining.

Posfon, Mass., Sept. 10. A verdict
was given for the defendants, Henry
H. Rogers and Charles Pratt, of 'ew
York, by Wlnfield S. Slocum, auditor.
In the supreme court today In a suit
brought by Cadwallader M. Raymond,
of Somervllle, to recover $.10,000,000
alleged to be due as royalties for the
use of a secret process for rendering
petroleum and Its producía

llll
Off

by

Trans-Siberi-

an

stere "' today onil
rpiidlnn tli
trip don't
Rhniiplng
pínnulas thill
bother about Ihe stmn thnt didn't bother
Any
advertise.'
you
to
liout
enouKh
tore thnt Is linportunl lo you will not
fall to tell you why nnd how throush
The tore Ihul do
your newapaper.
mil ronaliter It worth while lo addreM
any advertKlna; lo you evidently hit a
reaeon for the emission.
store mny he
The
self complacent enotisli to Imtislne thai
patron you will
heen
you
have
nerauae
always he. whether or not any ertort
made lo retain your good will. It may
consider that It costs Ion mui h lo tell
of llm
you through ths advertising
Ihlnss It has M offer; or, II may not
hum anything new to offer.
In any event the store that. does not
adverllse does not worry about you so
you should live no more consideration
than you reielve.
I

With

ROBBERS GET

Highwaymen
Railroad,

on

Tomsk, Siberia, Sept. 10. A train
on the Translberlan railroad was held
up by highwaymen at a point thirteen
miles from here this afternoon.
The
robbers detached the engine and treasure car from the rest of the train.
These were run to a lonely spot several miles up the line, where the car
was looted and the thieves made off
on horseback, carrying wfth them a
bundle of money estimated at

$G0,-00-

0.

PRISON SUPERINTENDENT
SLAIN BY TERRORIST
Rt. Petersburg, Sept. 10.
M. Toro
dulni superintendent of a political prison in the Tfans-ltalka- n
region, was
assassinated today by an unknown terrorist, supposed to be an escaped con
vlct from the prison presided over by
hlg victim. The crime occurred at
Pakoff, the native village of M. Horo-- il
ii n, where he was spending his va
cation at the home of his aged parents. The assassin made good his escape.

Won'il Have Tuft Sutil Czar.
Sept. 10. The
fjlnclnnatl, Ohio,
American Israelite, In Its Issue today,
protests against Secretary Taft's visiting the czar during his lour of the
world.
It charges that In accepting
the hospitality of the czar, Secretary
Taft, as the representative
of the
American people, would be condoning
the unspeakable utrocltles of which it
says the czar Is the exponent.

Veteran German lldllor Dead.
lhiltlniore, Sept. 10. August Glsln,
of the Haltlmore Journal
The action was based on a contract founder
(German), died at his home here yesn
made November fi, 1 874. between
F. Greenough, his wife and terday of acute indigestion.
sons, with Henry H.' Rogers, now of
conveying SURVEYORS MARKING
the Standard Oil comp-'iny- ,
exclusive rights In a recipe for
CANADIAN BOUNDARY
ccfroleum and its products
for a royalty of
of a cent a gallon for nil the
Ottawa, Sept. 10. Dominion Aproduct to which the recipe might bo stronomer
King Is lust back from Inapplied, nnd royalties to amount to
specting the boundary survey work
not less than $.100 In any month.
has been going on hetween HrltIt was represented by the defense that
lsh Columbia and the Pnlted States
that the formula was of no value and for
the last five years. The Canadian
did not render the product
nte working In conjuncThe auditor found this to be survey ps riles
parlies from the I'nlted
the case and ordered a vqrdlct for the tion with
States coast nnd geodetic survey. This
defendant:
summer will see the completion of the
parallel
remarking of the forty-nint- h
SYSTEMATIC SCHEME
from the straits tr Georgia to the suma dismountains,
liocky
TO ROB CAR COMPANIES mit of the
tance of 410 miles.
At dirtnnecs of about rn and a half
Men Who lllretl Out ns Conductors miles bronze plllers have been erected
on the boundary, the number being
for Purpose of Theft. Come to
273. The northerly face of the shaft
rlcf In Uctroll.
bears the word "Canada," and the
Detroit, Mich., Pept. 10. A war- pouiherly face "I' tilted Slates." On
sides, respectively,
rant was Issued today for the arrest the east and west
Words. "Treaty 140" aBd.Vllo-ttewe- d
of Llovd Miller, of Toledo, ollas Wll- - are the 1302-07.'
"
llitm Russell, on the charge of using
t
year the survey parties of both
the mall to ilclrniul. Miller was already under arrest under a local war- countries win tscklo nimllar work east
rant charging him with being one of of the Rockies.
one-four- th
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Fifty Thousand Dollars Carried

tr

Always Advertise

Sept.

l LOOT

Hen-itml-

Worth While Stores

Wis..

every possible Indication that she was
not guilty of Ihe crime for which she
has already served sixteen years of tl
life sentence, Wllhulminu Hache was
released from Wupun prison today.
JEALOUSY LEADS TO
Her life sentence for the murder of
Mlchi el Saell, of Shawnee county, wns
DOUBLE TRAGEDY commuted by Governor Davidson. She
went to the penitentiary when she was
fifteen years old.
Piano Dealer Who Is Blamed

f

cf the Grand Army of the Republic.
Colored Ijiwniukcr Resigns.
Atlanta. Sept. 10. W. H. Rogers,
the only colored membr of the Geo-gl- a
today resigned his
legislature,
pent.
He gave no reason, but It Is
believed that the passage of the negro disfranchisement bill Inlluenced
him.

ti'i-il-

Woman Pariloneil After Long Years.

Permanent Tribunal lo Have Disposition of Ships Captured at Sea.
The Hague, Sept. 10. The committee of the peace conference, to which
the question was submitted today, approved, by a vote of 2li to 2, the project providing for the establishment of
to
a supreme tribunal
deal with
prizes captured at sea. The tribunal
will be composed of permanent Judges
from the United States, Great Mrltalii.
Russia, Germany, Austria, Hungary, RAILROADS SEEK TO
Italy, F.rance and Japan, the smaller
ENJOIN RATE DECISION
nations 'having only, for a number of
years, representation propoi tionate to
tho tonnage of their merchant marine.
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 10. The Burlington, the Northwestern
and tho
VETERAÑTFfwcTwARS
Union Pacific railroads this afternoon
secured an Injunction in the federal
DEAD AT PHILADELPHIA court to prevent the state railway commission, from reducing
the freight
rates on grain, and will contest the
Sept. 1 0. Brigadier authority of tho commission in the
Philadelphia,
General Harry C. Kestler died today matter.
from a complication of diseases. Ho
served during the civil war with the ROGERS WINS FIFTY
Pennsylvania volunteers, nnd In 1S73
engaged In mining In Montana. Upon
MILLION DOLLAR SUIT
the American occupation of the Philippines he was sent to the islands in
command of the First Montana vo- Standard Oil Man Sucwewfiilly Resists
lunteers, anil at the end of this servClaim for Royalties on Safety
ice was retired as D brigadier general.
Process.
In 1H03 he was

and a refugee In this state for seven
years, will not accept Judge Stout's
offer of immunity and return to Kentucky to testify for Caleb Powers.
Mr. Taylor was inclined to be sceptical about the character of the Immunity alleged to come from the suspension of the warrants for his arrest
by Judge Stout at Frankfort, Ky.
"The suspension of the warrants
could be revoked at any time," said
the former governor tonight, "and It
would afford no real Immunity."
Friends in Kentucky are sending
him letters by every mail telling him
not to return, and that there Is every
probability of the state going repub- llcan at the coining (lection, so that
he can then return and be sure of a
.
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four :nen who secured positions as
street car conductors for purposes of
robbery.
U Is alleged that these men have
also operated In Toledo, Indianapolis,
Cleveland, Chicago and St.' Louis. Miller Is said to have confessed. The
other three, who went under th'
names here of Parlow, Kelly and
Rrown, escaped arrest.
The federal
charge grows out of their alleged custom of mailing forged character recommendations to the employing com
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RAILROAD SCORES
STRUGGLE

IN

WITH STATE

Two Cents a Mile Not Sufficient
to Provide Profit in Passen-

ger

Transportation

Court

Decides,
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 10. Judges
Wilson and Audenreld, oí the court
of common pleas, this morning de-

clared unconstitutional the two-cefare law passed by the last legislature. The case upon which the decision was made will be at once taken
to the state supreme court.
The two-celaw was enacted bv
the last legislature as the result of
agitation during the last political campaign, all parties pledging themselves
In favor of such legislation.
The railroads, led by the Pennsylvania, and the Reading,
made' a
strong light against the enactment, but
Dotn branches or the legislature passed the bill with a practically unanimous vote. The act was to" go Into
effect on October 1. The Pennsylvania
was first to attack Its validity, bringing suit In the local courts to restrain
the county of Philadelphia from collecting fines for the violation of its
provisions. That hearing lasted nearly a week, and among the witnesses
were President McCrea and several of
the vice presidents of the Pennsylvania railroad. The contention of the
company was that the law was not
constitutional, as no Inquiry had been,
made on the part of the legislature us
to whether the railroads could make
a fair profit under the law, which the
Pennsylvania coin puny asserts it cannot do.
All the other railroads operating In
Pennsylvania have also brought similar proceedings In tho various counties of the state, but no decisions
have been rendered, as it Is understood that the Pennsylvania suit will
be made a test case In the higher
courts.
The decision of the court covers 110
typewritten pages.
After declaring
that the Pennsylvania Railroad company Is not vested with any Immunity
from the exercise of the power of the
legislature to regulate rates, the court
takes up the contention of the company that the two-cerate Is unreasonable, sustains the rrmtentlon
and grants the Injunction asked for.
The court holds that the net Is not
to be denied enforcement
on
the
ground that It extends to Interstate
commerce nnd thus Infringes on the
province of the federal laws. "The
act." says the court, "Is to be regarded as Intended to apply only to that
part of the passenger business of the
railroads over which the legislative
power of the state regulation
extends."
The conclusions are as follows: "Wo
find that although
with respect to
matters of form, no valid objection to
law exists, Its operations, as It relates to the Pennsylvania
Railroad
company is objectionable on constitutional grounds for the following reasons:
First, as the regulation of
rutes of fares on lines constructed by
plaintiffs under the act of April 13,
1S46, between Harrlsburg and Pittsburg, and Pittsburg and Erie, the act
violates the existing contract between
the plaintiff and the commonwealth
and so contravens article 1, section
10. of the constitution of the United
States.
Second As a regulation of the plaintiff's interstate passenger business In
Its entirety, the uct, under existing
circumstances, is unreasonable and
confiscatory, and by depiivlng the
plaintiff of lis property without duo
process of law, the act violates amendments of tho constitution of tho
United Stuteg.
"Third Since taking from tho plaintiff of the profitable use of Its property invested in Interstate passenger
business may be regarded as the taking 'quo ad hoc' of that property for
public purposes and since just compensation Is not made, therefore the
act violates article 1, section 10, of
the constitution of Pennsylvania.
"Fourth Viewed as an alteration
or revision of the plaintiff's franchise
to establish and enforc over Its lines
sui'h rates as (within the maximum
fixed by act Of April 13. 1846) Its
president and directors may deem
reasonable. Tho act violates article 16
of the constitution of Pennsylvania,
because it establishes so low a maximum fare hs to render the plnlnUfT
passenger business unremuneratlve,
but provides no compensation for Jh'
loss thereby occasioned."
"We accordingly urge that t!ü a t
ennnot be enforced so fur us It concerns thu Pennsylvania Railroad company, and that the county of Philadelphia should be restricted from demanding tines If the maximum which
this act attempts to establish bo disregarded by plaintiffs."
Today's decision applies only to the
county of Philadelphia.
In order to
have a decision that will cover tho
state, It Is the Intention of 'the Pennsylvania company to ask the supremo
court to take action on today's decision before October 1, when the law
Is ordered to take effect.
nt
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harrimñWndsIíest

is very prosperous

New York. Sept. 10. E. H. H.trrl-mawho recently returned from un
extensive trip thrnugh the West, stild
today that the West Is more prosperous than ever before. There Is no
sings of a coming panic there, s.tel
Mr. llurrlman, but the people In that
section are not now seeking new Inn,

vestments.

JAIL SENTENCE FOR
FENCING PUBLIC LAND
Deadw.iod, S. D., Sept. in, John
R. White, n wealthv South Dakota
stockman, living near Oelrlch., who
was 'convicted in the federal court
here- - of Illegal, fencing of Hi" public
domain, was today sentenced by Jiiitke
Gat lamí to thirty ilavs' Iniprinimtietd
and to pay a fine of iina.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

STOCK MARKET

SIMTIO
PROVES
DEPOSIT OF GOVERNMENT
FUNDS HAS GOOD EFFECT

Banking Interests Fully Alive
to Necessity of Conservation
Declares Henry tiews in
Weekly Review,
Hprtal
New

Correspondence

York,

terest In

Morning Journiil.1
10.
Outside In-

tht slock market has

howa

merclal markets Is that capital has
been Invested more or less permanently has lost Its liquid form and is
not available either for stock market
purposes, for. the regular channels of
trade distribution! or for the working
capital of the industrial world. Under
such circumstances the necessity for
an enforced caution in undertaking
new ventures is at hand and cannot
well be ignored In slock market con
siderations. The records of the mer
cantile agencies are illuminating In
this connection, showing for August,
for Instance, an inereu.se in commerwith
cial embarrassments compared
the corresponding month of last year.
and it is significant that the Increases
are almost exclusively in industrial
circles, thus giving practical demon
stration of the widespread scarcity of
capital for legitimate business enter
itises. The liabilities for August ian
ures, for instance, aggregated mofe
than $15.00.000, as compared witn
about $!t,000,UOO In August, 1906. In
other than Industrial
denartments
there was a sharp decrease in liabili
insurant--ties, those of brokerage,
and real estate concerns, for Instance,
footing up less than those of August,
while bunks and trust companies
failing during the month of August
had liabilities of about $2,600.000. or
$5.000.000 loss than In August. 1906.
A rather good evidence of the contraction of the demand for luxuries
Is contained in the monthly report of
the anoraiser of the port of New York.
The imports of precious stones, for
instance, during the montn or August
amounted in value to $2,983,881!. com
in
August.
paring with $;i,:i8L',29
1906. Since January 1 the number
been
Imported
has
of automobiles
804, comparing with 93.'i during the
corresponding period of last year, and
the value of such autos, as officially
declared at the custom house, was
as against $3.1S.H3. Tiler''
are signs that a period of contraction
to n sound and sane basis of living
Is at least beginning; the uncertainties of the political campaign, though
necessarily of an off year, is a factor
that Is calling for recognition in the
financial situation, while the knowlelection
edge that the presidential
year of 90S Is approaching and that
be reto
undoubtedly
Is
contest
the
markably strenuous Is still another
feature suggesting the desirability of
profits
taking frequent reasonable
when obtainable to admit of buying
now
in for
back on a reaction, we are
a more active trading m'aiket with
wide fluctuations.
HENRY CLEWS.

HINDUS

SEPTEMBER 11, 1907,

MORNING JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY,
sufficient evidence to hold her for
trial.
The victim. Carl Schmidt, a blind
man, died from carbolic acid poisoning at Genoa, 'Wis., on August 21.
and it was charged by the state that
Mrs. Malin administered the poison In
order to get rid of him, and to bring
her sister to live in luxury at the Ma
lin home In La Crosse.
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Cipital and Surplui, $100.000.00.
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

.

FAST TRAIN WRECKED

'

MEXICO

NEW

ON M0JAVE DESERT

ABROAD
'

BELLINÉHAM INCIDENT
i;
PROBLEM FOR JOHN BULL

Treatment Accorded Sikhs

in

Colonies Renders it Difficult to
Find Suitable Language for

li),

Protest to United States,
Washington. D. C Sept. 10. Not a
word has been heard from any official source ut the state department
relative to the reported attack upon
Sikhs at Bellingham, Wash., late last
week. It Is believed that the British
government,
through
its consular
agent at Seattle, Is making an inves
tigation of the affair. It la surmised
that In this case the, British government will find It policy to move very
cautiously in making representation to
the United States, because these rep
resentations might be readily adopted
by the Japanese government as a
basis for similar demands upon the
British government In connection with
the uttacks upon the Japanese In
Vancouver, B. C It Is pointed out
that the British government may be
disposed to extreme moderation in the
Bellingham
case by reason of lis
knowledge of the general nnimosity
felt toward the Hindus by the Anglo-Saxo- n
in every
part of the world
where the two classes come in contact.
In South Africa only Natal affords
nnvthing like fair treatment to the
Hindu, and the other states of the
confederation have practically driven
them out of the country. In Australia also the same treatment is
meted out to the undesirable Hindu,
and the British government itself has
fallen into a tacit recognition of the
Impossibility of forcing these coolies
Into competition with white labor in
According to the
its own colonies.
view here, it would probably be very
much embarrassed In llinding suitable
language In which to frame a protest to America.

San Bernardino, Cal., Sept. 10.
The eastbound Los Angeles limited on
the Salt Lake road went Into the ditch
yesterday afternoon one mile north of
Cottonwood station, and ten milis
south of Barstow on the Santa Fe
tracks. The entire train was derailed
and went over on Its side, the obser
vation car In the rear rolling completely over. Three persons were
slightly injured. The wreck Is supposed to huve teen caused by spread
ing rails.
Fatal Automobile Wreck.
Pttsburg, Pa.. Sept. 10. One woman was killed and four other persons
seriously injured In Allegnany early
today, when a large automobile bear
Ing a party to this city, skiodAl along
the street in making a turn, and strlk
ing the curbstone, threw the oecu
pants against a telegraph pole. Miss
Ellen Williams, of Alleghany, was the
person killed.
Copper Concern Cuts Dividend.
Boston. Mass.. Sept. 10. A reduction of $5 per share in the quarterly
dividend of the Calumet and Hecla
Conner Mining company was an
The directors de
nounced today.
clare da dividend of $15 n, share In
stead of the $20 of last quarter.
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Fractional paper currency, nickel and centa
day on !reni Northern preferred and
i.m i:
Lawful money reaerve In bank, via:
twice upon him through an open door tion. There Is not much difference
be Northern Pacific, which polntly
tiuTJn-'-nTyKpecle
.
. .
.
between
downright
ícjiHli
"Tí
iÜ1
101,
suicide
and
leading
the
Into the kitchen, where ha
til
control the road, ami through them oq I á Ouweríul H iri'liliv
way üome people disregard unmistaktender notea
lií.n ir,,.
I. was cornered.
6Í.0U1
cm the other IflV toritt atut nervina
th general market.
4Aritttlf tt'nrn.
l'i,r
able
signs
of
157.224 II
stomach
trouble.
Whether,
negro
a
the
hand, the decision to dissolve the out,
murderer was
Redemption fund with United State treaaurer (t per
With the great advance In the
I'nlon l'aclllc convertible bond syn- ha entiled the women , no matter what or white Is unknown.' lie escaped, knowledge
cent
of
circulation)
10.000 01
of digestion and nutrition,
dropping the pistol as he fled.
s
dicate without having disposed of the Prescription "will be found mot--t "Favorite
effective
were put on the scent, but resulting In the discovery of
bonds suggests a disposition on the in building up the Mrengtli, regulating
Total.
... $3,2,1.17 II
tablets, there Is no longer any excuse
seem to have lost it.
sMght, If any, Improvement in the the womanly functions, sulxlulng
U
iJaSsl
pain
pan of keen bond experts to look for and brirurlriff alio, it & beslrhv vlinrmi.
The shots awukenert the oldest boy, for one to have ill health from stom1JAUII.1TIEH.
Frank, Jr.. nnd he heard his mother ach weakness,
Capital tock paid In
bond situation In the near future. The condition of the whole system.
,,,,
...
200.001 00
strengthens the walls of
Kurplua fund
out "Frank, somebody has taken
decline In the official price of copper
00,000 00
A ooog
particulars w raps each bottle cry
Undivided profit., Ir.a expenaea and toiea paid
my pistol and shot me; go quickly Iha stomach, stimulates secretion of
to I
cents was of slight Impo- Riving Hi noiformula
1.101 72
of both medicines and
National bank notea outatandlng
the digestive Juices, regulates the II .
2011.000
00
rtune. It dhl not attract new buying quoting what scores of eminent mist- for help."
Due lo other national banka
zsr. ii
.nil.
The boy rushed nut for help, but cr and restores muscular contraction
of the metal on any large scale, for ical authors, whose, works are consulted
t.j
Due
banka
atate
and
banker
to
the Intestines and bowels, so no
169,201 11
it merely reflected an official recog- by physicians of all the school of practico when he returned with neighbor hi
Individual depo.lt aubject to check
l.iKo. 07 ;i
nition of a price that had been ac- as f tildes In prescribing, say of each in- mother was dead. A newsboy saw a laxative Is needed.
Time certifícate of depo.lt
1.178,3;
Sick
II
headache,
negro
palpitation, bad
running shortly Hfter the tragtually current for some weeks, and i.o gredient entering Into these medicines.
Certified check
411 74
edy. In the direction the bloodhounds taste in the mouth, yellow skin. IrriCaahler a checks outatandlng ..
Increased Inducement existed to pur-- i
or
wuru
on
mo
praise
nesiowou
21.437
40
iu Ingredients entering
tability, coated tongue and melanUnited Htate depoalla
hiie the supplies at an official than several
Into Doctor took when they caught the scent.
21.710 17
Depoalia
choly
n
are
many
of
few
United
of
distressthe
exThomas
an
arr.fficar'.'!
Archer,
dlaburüng
latea
was
a
unofficial
mulatto,
price.
at
There are
74.711 00
rierce s medicine by sucli writers should
Itcaerved for laxa
., '
cellent indications that the industries have more weight than any amount of rested In bed at his home In Ports- ing results of indigestion.
20.000 00
In which copper figures prominently non lirofasflliitiul tjMtimtilulii hvunu mouth as a suspect. He was seen to never falls to dispel all these trouTotal
are still doing a good, steady business, such men are writing for the guidance of enter his house forty-fiv- e
f3.29S.t7f II
minutes aft- bles. It Is a scientific preparation
I he
period of extreme activity has. itmir meaicM umtoren ana know whereof er the murder. Ills list bore spots that guaranteed under the Pur Food Law
Territory nf New Mexico, County of Ilernallllo. aa- by No. 1418.
monea jike blood stains.
however, evidently passed,-- which Is i lie kiiAi ir.
í'hl.".r'!íhM''l"''' c""hl"r "f ,h" b"v
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a
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completa
children.
hralthr
satisfaction.
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There Is. however, little change. In attracts of tlin roots of native, American
RAYNoi.na.
MURDER; ACQUITTED
M. W. r'l.OUKNoT.
and our bread thould b Innrpnrnlila, 1'lrnly
a broad sense, In financial conditions. medicinal forest plants They are both
A. H. M MIU.KN,
,
HI KM 11 IX A KICK IAV OF HYVKKT f Hurler Crmn Brrad and food, iwnl butThe stock market has undergone a wild by dealers in medicine.. You can't
I'liTATOKN,
Cr.l.t.KY, CAVfAI.OI I'M, ler will
readjustment represented by some- - j afford to accept as a substitute tor one of
FubacrlbM snd sworn to l,ef,.r. mo thl. Mth day
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PIONEER OAKERY
The fundamental vigorsta lUimach. liver and Uiwt'ls.
Industrial circles.
hearing last midnight.
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trouble In both the financial and com-- !
The court found that there was not nnu ii
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LLIHMO. DELAYED

Pan,

on

tJty.

.Jtil

y
the third district, has
He spent yesterday, In the
Í

,

'f,,

Charles Boggs, of Plnevllle, Ariz.,
employed there as section foreman.
spent yesterday In the city with ,hls
family.
AS
Oil
TO BE
STEALS
Juan Garcia, has been appointed
section foreman at Horace, succeed-- 1
ing William Hanson, resigned on ac- count of sickness.
3. F. Whlteford, general roundhouse
SALT LAKE
AFFAIR
Inspector, and W. R. Bowes,asKtant
general roundhouse inspector, are in
Topeka on, business.
W. P. Garside, traveling freight and
passenger agent for the Santa Fe,
SUPERINTENDENT BUSY
Los Angeles Limited Goes Into with headquarters In El Paso, arrived
PARENTS BRING SUIT TO
in Albuquerque on railroad business
'
yesterday. Mr. Garside has Just been
PREPARING EXHIBIT
"VINDICATE" DAUGHTER
the Ditch at San Bernardino appointed
to his present position,
With Disastrous Results; An- having been transferred from

116
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Armijos Leave Swiped Jewelry Numerous Small Prizes
other Engine Failure,
l
i
r
r
r.
re
r
tt it
f
THE "SHORT LINE"
on wyiaer Doorstep After
unerea tor blue hiDoon
r
The Chicago limited will arriv e To the Mining Camps of Colo
Vegetables and Grains-- Art
Girl Has Been Introduced to
here this morning as a section of No.
2; more thRn fourteen hours late, on rado,
Utah and Nevada; to
Police,
Exhibit Planned,
account of being delayed at San BerDenver, Colorado Springs and
nardino, Cal., Monday by u wreck.
The wrecked train was the Los An- Pueblo, is by way of Santa Fe
A.
'Superintendent
County
Aririljo,
of
Schools
After .Cristina
the
geles limited of the San Pedro, Los
daughter of Antonio Armijo, had B. Stroup, who is also superintendent Angeles and Salt Lake railway, the New Mexico, ancf the
be;n paid olT Monday by Dr. M. K. of the exhibition hall at the territor-

GET:THE FLAG

to-B-

i

a

.

i

Tiveñty-Sevent-

Annual ierriton

h

;

Wylder, lect-ivlna small bonus for ial fair, left last night for Las Cruces
Superintendent
satisfactory service In the kitchen, she on lair business.
absconded with a solid gold Magree Stroup is an exceedingly busy man
swastika set with turquoise. The deve- i these days, as he intends that the ex-- I
lopments which followed were a trifle hibit of territorial products at the
carnival shall be the largest and
out of the ordinary to say the least
While the girl was explaining things I most representative ever gathered
in New Mexico.
to Dr. Wylder and the chief of police,
the parents were seen to leave the ! "The work Is coming along very
said Superintendent
missing jewelry on the doorstep of the satisfactorily,"
Wylder home on West Central ave- Stroup last night 'before leaving. "Nunue, following which the father hud merous Rmall prizes are to be offered
a warrant sworn out for the physi- for the best, products and the. amount
cian charging "slander, malicious per- of interest In the exhibit which has
promises well.
secution and abuse," before Justice of developed already
the Peace Homero of old Albuquerque. Fruits, of course, are scarce this year,
Being a trifle suspicious regarding the but the exhibit of vegetables and
brand of justice likely to be handed grains should be worth seeing. I am
out to him, Dr. Wylder expressed his expecting some' interesting results
willingness to compromise the mat- from the county corn growing eon-te- st
In which pupils of the district
ter by paying the costs, 57.50, which
schools are entered. The 'schools are
was agreed to by the court.
"Pefore dinner Monday," said Dr. beginning this week and by the time
Wylder, in telling the story, "my wife they all get running and I have made
once or twice, I expect to
left the piece of jewelry lying on the the rounds
some valuable additions to the
dresser 'n her bedroom. While we
were dining the girl entered the bed- exhibits."
Superintendent Stroup says that an
room. Immediately when we had
work display is now being arfinished she dame in and . announced art
for which will include drawthat she had suddenly received word ranged
ing painting and fancy work and .will
that her grandmother was desperate- be
a rather interesting feature.
leave
ly ..ill In Corrales, and must
without a moment's delay. She was
accordingly paid her wages, getting a
little extra money because she had
FOB
been a particularly good' servant. Im- PLAN
mediately after she went the loss of
I went
the. Jewelry was (Uncovered.
out and hunted up the girl, who protested that the swastika was in the
house and she could find it. She was
EL PASO PARK
taken to the house and failed to find
it, the chief of police being present.
.She was taken to the police court and
informed "that if she did not lind the
ornament by Tuesday morning she ! Mountain-to- p
Resorts on Either
would be arrested. When Mrs. Wylder returned home the mi.ssing swasSide of Rio Grande to Be Contika was' lying on the front doorstep.
A neighbor stated that she saw the
nected by Aerial Tram if Plan
of the girl at the
mother
porch of the house during our absence, and they undoubtedly replaced
Goes Through,
the Jewelry on the doorstep."
J

er

IIQUE

and-fath-
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OF
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FOR THE
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.Paso, Texas. Sept. 10. Steps
looking to the establishment on top of
Mount Franklin of a national park,
to be known as Roosevelt park, and
park on the top of a mouni similar
tain overlooking Jaurez in Mexico, opposite this place, to be known as Por-fir- o
Diaz park, the two to be connected by an aerial tramway, were taken
today by the chamber of commerce.
President Dlaa has already recommended to the Mexican congress the
establishment of a federal district to
include the mountain above Juarez.
The chamber of commerce tonight decided to brine the matter to the at- , tenMon of President
... Koosevelt.

Barstow to San Bernardino.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

The wreck threw the fast train, off
the rails and tore up considerable
track, causing delay to all trains.
express, was
No. 2, the Atlantic
somewhat delayed by the wreck.
8,
eastbound, arrived here last
.No.
night about 11 o'clock, delayed by its
daily engine failure on the Arizona
desert.

service, dcKcrtptlve llterotnro, a.(ldrcf
S. K. HOOPER,
Thomas Spring, clerk in the rur department, has gone to Los Angeles on General Puisenger nnd Ticket Aicn
a two weeks' vacation:
nrcwiRTt. oor,o
J. E. Murray, a pipe man at the
shops, has gone to the City of Mexico on a three weeks' vacation.

Excursions

J. Imel, shop order clerk, and
wife have gone to Oklahoma City for
a thirty days' leave of absence with
relatives.
Harry Little, scrap foreman at the
storehouse, and Mrs. Little have returned from a two weeks' vacation
spent In Los Angeles.
A.
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J. A. WEINMAN
Pi esident
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W;).M.IST

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ROY A. STAMM
'

Secretary
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ALBUQUERQUE PLANING HILL

READ JOURNAL WANTS.

Sliowciim's. Mission Furniture, Store
muí liar Fixtures und Untitling Material.

St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms

A.
Plmn

J.love,

.K)3.

Joseph Miirnett. Proprietor,
ISO Writ ' nitral Avinui.
I.t01'-r"ATT.
CHOIPrc
KPtlVCTi
Proprietor
the
popular
Montvery
Ktio
i;.ini.
4l;J S. First Streel day, Thtirsilay
and Saturday nights.
J
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Mail Orders Promptly Pilled

:

Thursday, September

i

12,

Afternoon and Evening

From 2:30 to 6:00 o'Clock P. M., and from. 7:00 Until 9:00 o'Clock P. M.

UTC

oihen-wh-

WE ANNOUNCE

Our rail

llinery

Opening

and initial display oí Gowns, Suits, Waists, Furs, Silks and Dress Goods Every
model represents a new style idea and our Hats cannot be equalled anywhere for
beauty, style and artistic elegance, our styles are exclusive; all of these and our
ular prices have made our millinery section popular.- A beautiful line of exclusive fall styles' and imported models

will

be

--

popu-- :

shown.

Attractive dispjays and a souvenir for every visitor.
Afternoons from 2:30 to 6.

Music by the celebrated Ellis Orchestra.

wet

ings from 7 to 9.

liuts

..In
nnu.

At Denver: Denver 4. Sioin City 3
Molne:, 8
At Omaha: Oiwih." 7.
Lincoln 5
Pueblo
At lMrldo:
i"" i.m-- i
tuame chiipu i in eni
teenth Inning On uccouiit of tlHikness.)

(.'J

RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER

Opening Fall and Winter Exhibit of Fashions

o

L

Whirlwind Finishes.

10

Phone Order Pilled Promptly

will be

of
I

and

ar

!AMF.S.,

because

S0VER-EIG-

Big List of Entries

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS HOUSE.
Garments Exclusively
Dry Goods, Millinery and Women's Rcady-to-Wc-

Clnclnniill-Plllsbui- g

postponed

The Best Horses on the Colorado. Kansas and Texas Circuits

THE E CONOMIST

.

At Cincinnati:

Purse

,

LODGE.
..-$52.-

buttons dit'
auish this hlqh
grade slicker from
the just as good

"

iimh.

Purse

PACING PROGRAM

12:17

St, Paul or Minneapolis
RESULTS!
and return
RESULTS!
Tickets on sale September
MORNING JOURNAL
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, return limit
October 2, 1907, Call at ticket
WANT ADS
office for particulars,
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
RESULTS!
RESULTS!

and the word
TOWER on tho

At
game postponed on account of wet
grounds.
,
National lozue.
Philadelphia 3,
At Philadelphia:
p.rooklvn 6.
Kill

0. 0. F.

GRAND

This trade mark

-

liuls-Ciilcag-

Purse

),....

i

ACCOUNT I.

Detroit-Clevelan-

St.

Purse

Chiqago and return
$53.30
St, Louis and return. .$52.90,
Kansas City and return $44.55.
Norfolk and return, (60
day limit,
L.:$72.90

AND GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY

First game, WashAt Washington:
ington 0. New York 11 second game,
Washington 3, New York 6.
First game, Huston ,
At iloston:
Philadelphia 0: second game, Hoston
o.
U, mi'Hiieipum
gamo
d
At Detroit:
postponed because of wet grounos.
St. .'.oule:

Purse

AND

Pace
.,..$1,000
No. 22:20 Trot; Denver Post Stake Race
$1,000
No. 3 2:1 3 Pace; Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label
.Champagne Stake Race
$1,000
No. 42:25 Pace
$ 500
No. 5 Free for all Pace
$1,000
No. 62:30 Trot
$ 500
:

Purse No.

MADE FOR SERVICE

believe that before the grand Jury
reconvenes there will be some Important changes among officials, and that
It WuJi on this account that the jury
whs given a recess.
Whatever may have been the cause
of ithe action which was taken this
morning. It Is certain that there has
been verv little accomplished at this
term of the United State court
It now remains to .be seen what, if
anything, will be dono next month
rewhen the United States grand Jury
convenes.
;
Girl Strangled l.V Suing.
fiklu Kent. 10. Til 11
year old daughter of Jame lteyno ,ls
un caught In an impru wu "" parday and strangled to death, Inn
ents of the child found her halting
with her neck entangled In the rope.
VKSTKIÍDAY'H

B3S

Mrs. T. Scully, wife of T. Scully,
storekeeper,
leaves Thursday for a
visit with relatives in Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas.
To Colorado and EastEdward Simon is acting as freight
ern points. On sale
clerk In the storehouse, vice 11. C. Buchanan, In the east on account of the
daily until September
death of his son.
30. Return limit OctoH. A. Meskk, a clerk ill the Gallup office, has returned there from
ber 31. Rates to prinWinslow, where he was acting as
cipal points.
clerk to Superintendent E. J. Gibsy.
S. L. Bean, mechanical superintend$23.70!
ent of the coast lines, will arrive here Denver and Return
this morning from Los Angeles.
Coló, Springs and return$20.75!
Charles Biggs, section foreman ai Pueblo and return
$18.95!

Morning Jnurnal.7
fan:a Kes N. M.. Sept. 10. The
members of the United Slates grand
jury were paid for their services this
morning and given a recess 'until
Monday, October 14, 1907. The grand
Jury had been in session practically

there
are

000 For Trotters, Pacers end Runners!

.

ISpwInl Cnrrenpondfiii'e

a fi.lv ILOI'ha HBO

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

are both on the sick list.

THK

be discontinued and that
no prosecutions. There

October 7th to 12th Inclusive

RAILROAD

Through the fertile San Luis
Valley; also to the San Juan
country of Colorado,
Engineers Saunders and Youngblood
For Information a? to rate,

United States Jurors at Santa
Moscow's First Synagogue.
Moscow, Sept. 10. The first Jewish
Fe Allowed to Go Until Octosynagogue to be erected in tills city
ber 14 Much Speculation as wa.'i opened yesterday.
to Cause,'

but four days and had returned but
two indictments when the jurors wore
allowed to go. The action In dismisshaving
ing the grand Jury without
submitted uny business of importance
speculato it is causing considerable
tion hero. There are some who explain the matter by saying that the
of the government
representatives
have a number of Important matters
to bring before the grand Jury In
ready,
which thev are not entirely
and that they desire more time In
which to prepare their cases fur the
grand Jury. There arc others who
appear to think that the failure of the
representativos of the government to
bring any cases of importance befoi-grand Jury Is simply In line with
the
i,
i.inu nit vnni'cil bv J mice. Kali in
his Hpeech at the Inauguration of liovernor Curry last month that the ter- rltory Is capable of attending to Its
by the
affairs without Intervention Investiga-i
government, and that the
tiona which were commenced so vig--It)1

Fair Association

"Salt Lake Route," which operates lis

trains over the Santa Fe tracks from

Even-
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FOR PASSENGER

PRICES PAID
H
III

.HMD - AGT

LIU

GEHTEft.OF

BABY

THE ESTANCIA VALLEY

PIGS8III 10

FLY

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

IT STAGE

WANTED

FEW WEEKS

STORAGE

Male

FALL ATHLETIC

DUSKY BELLE MAKES
'

Messenger boys. Apply
the PoKal TjeJegrapJcmppanyU
WANTlODifaiT who understand,)' furniture
WANTED

MORE THAN WOOLY LWES

.

SAPHO LOOK CHEAP

ALREADY UNDER WAY

Promoters Busily Engaged in Feeders Paying Extraordinary Embraced Station Master With Forty Vársity Mentó Pick FootBuilding a Road Through Figures for This Year's Lamb
Enthusiasm' When He At- - ball Material From-Base- -ball
'
Tijeras Canyon So That Fast Crop and Growers are Proud Jempted.ltoTead Her ?270
Game at Traction j Park
Time Can Be Made,
Calaboose.
Tomorrow,
Pounds
to
Gently
"Farmers" Busy,
and Haughty,
The, Santa Fe depot was the scene
"Tho Urst three automobiles for Ih?
While the Ho.ston wool market is
Albuquerque - Estancia valley line (IniKRlnK alón in its year-low- ?
rut of a disrobing act last night that for
were shipped from New York on Au- of uninterextinB prosperity, things arc
gust 31," said F. M. McCloskey, of doing out in the sheep country, where vigor of action and startling realism
Kstancla. who was In Albuquerque the feeilrs me out in the market for put all of the Sappholstlc stunts of the
yesterday' for the day. Air. McCloa-k- y the lamb crop and out with an earn-jes- t, modern stage distinctly In the Has- Is one of the four promoters of
and apparently unalterable re- -, waser class. The heroine was a dusky
valley au- solve to Ret it In pite of some-othe Albuquerque-Kstanci- a
the
tomobile line, and Is one of the men most fussy prices ever attached. From I belle from Cerrillos, who tipped the
who mude that line possible. He is Ithe
standpoint of the grower the beam in the neighborhood of 270
confident that the line will be in full lamb market is just about Ideal this pounds, barring raiment, while Staby
operation
the tlrst of October, and year all over the West, and New Mex- tion Master W. S. Field, of the Santa
that it will be a success rom the clay ico is by no means an exception. The Fe. was the somewhat unwilling hero.
openitior. begins.
The heroine, who arrived on No. 1,
one fault which the jcroweM have with
"We met three men on the road the situation Is that the buyers do westbound train from Cerrillos, in.Mr.
today, Miid
McClosky, "who not seem to very highly enthusiastic considerately declined to give her
would have been through passengers about the prices charged,
although name for the benefit of an admiring
had we had a car running, and the; they are buying Just the same,
audience: but she administered a wild
same Is true every trip I have muda
of
There never has been such a year and somewhat vivid assortment
throuKh the mountains. We always In the lamb market In this territory names to Mr. Field, and to every one
meet three or four men who would before, and the growers wander about else on whom her eyes rested, which
have been only too glad to take ad- - the earth with a proud and haughty was entirely satisfying.
vantage of the line,
air and tell the poor but proud buyIt may be said without exaggera"For the past week we have been ers and brokers 'and feeders that If tion that the lady arrived in AlbuWurkliiR between Kstantla and Morl-ri- y they want lambs they will just have querque accompanied by a
d
grading the road and smoothing to come through with the price See! Jag. It grew with startling rapidity
It,
too, during her stay here, during
u. the rough places.
The roads are
It's a price that has frills on
which
i
etter condition than we expected according to the best Informed dealers, time she managed to supply herself
we
standpoint
them,
a
price
will
that,
and
the
from
have tholand
'nil
with a large bottle of whiskey and a
r. .ijed
ready In plenty of time. This of the broker and the feeder, Is crowd- ticket to Gallup. Just before the
week we are goin to work In Tijeras ing the mourners just a trille.
train started for the west the lady, her
canyon, where we will have much
"Prices for New Mexico lambs have, bottle and her jag mounted the chair
less trouble than most people seem gone clear through the roof." said one car, of which the trio Immediately
to think. I am here to obtain men. of the best known authorities on New took full possession.
The car was a
tools and supplies for the work. Mr. Mexico sheep and wool yesterday. trifle small for the lady, without conMcflilllvray Is now on the way across "They haven't found a limit yet, and sidering either the bottle or the jag,
In his private touring car and Is mark. so far as the ambitious growers are and she was plainly
cramped
for
Ing the places in the road which need concerned, there isn't any limit.
It room.
attention. We will not follow the old Is n fai't that lambs are selling In this
The station master's attention was
wagon road through the canyon, but territory
this fall for more money called to her by an outraged passen
will dodse the worst places and by than can be had for the mothers who ger, who found the 270 pounds restdoing this we will not only save wear bore them, including the wool off the ing sweetly on his hat. When Invited
and tear on the cars, but tires as mother's back. It's no use talking, to move, the lady responded in dulwell. Our object Is to cut off as much lambs are about the real thing. Prices cet tones that all Hades couldn't
distance as possible and at the same are ranging on an average from 5
stamove her, a statement which
cents a pound, and your New tion master was presently quitetheready
time to get the trip as smooth as we to 5
can. Our cars have now been out Mexico lamb Is averaging up pretty to swear to. Nevertheless, with courof New York City for a week, and well lit the neighborhood of seventy age born of Inexperience, the officer
there is no doubt that we will have pounds this fall, so you can see attempted to do the Job, and in a
them here in demy of time for both where the price goes. 'l know of at measure succeeded, for he managed to
the Estancia and Albiiquei que fairs." least one ranch In western Socorro get her from the chair car into the
county which has sold Its lamb crop smoker, where
subsided long
this season for ,r.6" the hundred enough to get her she
breath. Then, with
pounds, which Is certainly going some.
the restoring effect of a swig at the
As a natural result of the altitude of bottle, the ladv from Cerrillos started
TO
th juices, buying Is slow, as it takes the fireworks 'again, and even a half
quite a while to make a trade. I dozen Hungarian laborers who occuam ol the opinion, however, that about pied the front end of the car found
as nitiify lambs w 111 he sold off our It necessary to get out. Then the ofranges this year as during the year ficer,
with the. assistance of a station
before."
employe, attempted to arrest the Cerrillos lady and take her to the city
i

f
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Personal Property

business, for Reneral work and drive wagLoans
F. H. Strong, Hecorid and Copppr.
WANTED Janitor; man must be handy
- with ton).
Good wages, Address T, Jour- nal office.
WANTEI) Boys 14 to 16 years of age. On Furniture, Piano. Organs, Horses.
Wagong and other Chattels; also on
.
American Lumber Company.
14 and 16, at Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, as
WANTED Hoy. between
low-- as
.$10.00 and tt high as $160.00.
American bomber Company.
WANTED General merchandise clerk re- Loans are quickly made and strictly
quires .good position at onoe. - Age 27; private. Time: One month to one
near hiltnwd preferred.- Apply C year given. Goods to remain In your
married
J. Canning, "Wagon Mounds N. M.
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
WANTÉD5ílround tíutotíer; for., full In Call and see us- - before borrowing.

on.

SEASON

PÍínosThlíuseTioid Roods, "etc
stored aefe'y at reasonable rates. Phone
Improve- - ,
S40.
The Security Warehouse
ment Co. Offices in the Grant Block, Third
street and Central avenue.
WAN'PKD

to- -

SHEEP SELL FOR

SHEAR SHEEP

IT MCHINERl

COHVEIITIOII GALL

AT THE PAIR
PREPARATIONS

ISSUED

FOR

INTERESTING

OY

THE

Chicago Man Will Give DemonDaily

riiii-upi-

company, manufacturers of the Stew- art sheep dieming machine, Is In the
city for a few days meeting local sheep
men. and others. Mr. McKnight has
made arrangements w ith the fair management to give dally demonstrations
during the fair next month with his
sheep shearing machine on sheep to
be furnished for the occasion,
The demonstrations will not only 4e
of great Interest to the territorial wool
growers who are to meet In convention here during the week, but to
the general public as wi 11.
Mr. McKnlKht
travels from New
Zealand to Alaska and from South
Australia to Argentine In the Interest
of his ilrm covering practically all the
great sheep raising countries of the
world.
The sheep shearing machine
he represents Is an Ingonlous device,
the movable shafts being geared to
overhead line shafting and any kind
of power available, ran be. used. In
his demonstration Mr. McKnlirht will
gasoline motor with
use a compact
two of the machines attached.
"The sheep shearing machine han
the busl-n-t1t hc tli ally revolutionized
said Mr. McKnight yesterday,
"fine man with one machino can
from 100 to 300 itheep a day.
shear
Tin- - machine saves a full pound of
wool to the head, suven the cutting
which always result from the use of
the shears Hnd leaves tho wool and
the sheep both In better condition,
out of six million sheep In Montana,
half a million were sheared by
in the past season. The machine
i. now used on more than one-ha- lf
M,
,i
sherp In Wyoming,
of those In Idaho. Washington and
of Arizona' wool
Oregon. Two-thirIn
Is now removed by the machine.
New Mexico, machines are In success-fu- ll
Magdalloswell,
Corona.
Use at
The
lena. Folsom Hnd eluewhere.
name machines, by the Way. can be
used for shearing goats, and the demonstrations. I believe, will be of
Interest, not only to the
sheep men. but to the representatives
of the Important angora Industry."
."

i

1

two-thir-

Just received a fresh

'mcnt of

"E, C."

ship- -

'

Corn Flakes

per package only

10

cents

25c for 2
packages of the same goods
Are you not paying

Albuquerque Cash Grocery
Ccx;any(

Kox&r

"315 W.

Mrtl-Ph-

Wirtf, Manager

H.
on

209

The Woman's Christian Temperance
union of New Mexico will hold Its ter-

ritorial convention in A lbuiueriue
during fair week next month, and a
large gathering of the temperance
workers Is expected. The following official call has Just been Issued:
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 1, 1807.
Dear Comrades:
We have come to the closing days
of another year of service In a cause
"whose object and aim Is the protection of the home, the abolition of the
liquor traffic and the triumph
of
Christ's Golden Hule. In custom and
In law." The executive committee of
the Woman'
Christian Temperance
I'nlon of New Mexico. In session last
May, decided upon Albuquerque
as
our convention city In 1907.
In view of the fact that no convention was held last yenr, It Is deemed best to hold 8 conference of temperance workers In connection with
the convention. In order that delegates may have the benefit of reduced
railroad rates, the date of said convention and conference will be October 6th and 7th.
Therefore, all churches, philanthropic societies, leagues, or other organizations, having an interest In this
great temperance reform, are Invited
A cordial
to send fralernii!ilelegates.
welcome will await them. A platform
meeting will be held on Sunday evening, October fith, which will close with
a demonstration of our department
work. Convention proper will open at
9 a. m. on Monday. October 7th, and
Continue throughout the day and evening.
The public Is invited to attend
meetings of the session and take part
In the discussions or give helplul
11

for future works.

We have written at such length,
conditions seem to demand more
than a short business call, and we need
the help of every earnest soul to accomplish the result desired. We are
grateful for whatever good has been
done during the past year, and look
forward with hopeful hearts to the
better time coming. Will not every

member attend this convention that
can possibly do so? Prepare reports
carefully. arrHngn to send delegates
and assist In every possible way to
make our program and our convention
Finally, dear sisters, let
profitable.
with
us meet together strengthened
the .determination to dse our time, talents' and privileges for good, bringing
with us new thoughts and new zeal
and all that Indlvldusl effort ran ae- rompllsh. May the hand of Infinite
wisdom so gutile our noiiteinin,n
that this convention may be a harbln-- j
ger of the blessings for which we so
earnestly pray. Yours In loving ser.
vice, MltS. S. C. M'TTF.rt, President

Mil.

C,

M.
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I'ass-moi'e'-

Physicians and Surgeon.
Over Vann's drug stors. Phoae:
e,
Office and residence, 628.
Albu-nuerqu-

N. M.

DR. W. M. SHERIDAN

Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeoa.
Occidental Life Building, Albuquerque New Mexico. Telenhon RS
VETEJUNARY.
WM. BELDEN
Veterinary,
Phone 405. Residence 40Í S. Edith.
DENTISTS.
DR. 1. K. KRAFT
Dental Surgean.
Booms
Barnett Building. Phon
744.
Appointments made by mall.
S,

AKCHITIiXTrS.

F. W. SPENCER
Architect
Rooms 4(1 ond 47. Harnett Bulldlnr
ASSAVKKS.
W. JÍ3NKS

Assayer, Mintnft & Metallurg lcJ
Engineer.
609 West Fruit avenue, Poatofflc Box
173, or at office of F. H. Ksnt, 112
South Third street.

Civil,

K.;i.i:i':is

PITT KOSS
County Surveyor,
Attorney before U. S. Land Depart"
ment. Land Scrip for Bale. Civil n
Kineerlng.
Gold Ave., Opposite Morning; Journal

DR. B. M. WILLIAMS
1ENT18T

.
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ROOMS
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SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

r

1'

-

(Kffecttve June 16th.)
From the Kast
Arrive. Depart
No. 1, Southern Cal. Kxp
7:45 p 8:30 p
No. 3, California
Limited .,.,12.20 p 1:00 p
No.7, North. Cal. Fast Mull.. . 10 :r,6 p 12:45 p
No. D. El P. ft Mex. City Exp..ll:4f p 12:20 a
From the West
no. 1, Chicago Fsst Mall
1:00 a l:2( a
No. 4. Chicago Limited
6:f0 p 1:20 p
No. s. Chl. A Kan. City Kip.. 1:40 p 7:20 p
From Ihe Kouth
No. 10. Chl., Den. A K. C. Ex 1:30 a 7:00 p
No. 10 connects at Lamy with branch train
for Banta o and stops at all local pulnta In
New Ueilen.
T. K. PtlRDT A seat

.

V

1

V4

ror-ge-

i

10

1

ntt
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North Ilutte

,.

Railway Mail Clerk Reports
Visit of Nocturnal Marauders
at His Home on West Granite
Avenue,
I'pun the charge of having entered
the residence of J. A. Wclnmann on
West f'opper avenue Saturday, Kdgar
Smith and John Williams, the negroes,
arrested by the police, were bound
over to the grand Jury yesterday
morning by Justice of the Peace
(eorge Jt. (rralg, under 2?ii bond,
each.
Airs. YVeiiimann. who (Uncovered the
Intruders In her homo Saturday afternoon. Identified the men. David
Armijo, an employe of the city, stationed at Itobiitson park, also Identified the men, whom he saw leaving
the Welntniinn yard.
Krnest Frank, a railway mail clerk,
reported to the police yesterday that
unknown parties had entered his residence at 309 West (Jranlte avenue, between Saturday night and Monday
morning.
While VHrlous articles and drawers
nothIn the house were disturbed,
ing of any value
as taken by the
thieves. The police are Investigating
the mutter.

PAPERS

ARRIVE FOR

BILL
Bad Mr, Estes From

the

-

Haunts of

Will
Razorbacks
Taken Back to Darkest

.'Hill

Be
Ar-kans-

O

65

MiiIkhIiiic

Old Dominion

I'arrott Mining . . . . .
(Julnry Mining .
Ithoile Island
Haven
Santa Fe Copper .. .
Shannon
Superior and Pittsburg

7

,

25

fi

97

Hi

t

IK
1

4
1

'(
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FOR SALE

'II
I

11

12 '4,

Real Estate

Fon

SALE -Fl- ve-room
brick.
modern,
close In. east front, easy terms.
Ileum
70 61 71
Tamarack
N. T. Armijo building.
.', A
IT.
Trinity
Five-rooKALE
mudern
Foil
United Copper
house
r3 If it
In the
Highlands. Call at 417 South Arnu. Vt.
;t ' a t
41,
Man i nns. ll. la loil . .
Wilson.
Wolverine
Jus t,
Victoria
FOR HALK A five room house, also an
b'Hf !,
eight room house, latter furnished or unM ALI. MTHKKT.
furnished, both modern; rinse In: cheap thla
New York Sept. HI.
Closing quotations on week: alen two seated carriage, nearly new,
a few of the more active slocks on the New Inquire (11 Kast Central avenue.
York slock eichajige yesterduy were as folWANTED A oerlaln numhr"ur boarder)
lows:
pay your fixed expenses; every on above
Atchison
that
number pay you a profit; you can aldo preferred . .
1. fii
...s
ways keep the number right by using
New York Central ,.
Í..14IM want columns of the Morning Journal, tha
Pennsylvania
1

111

m

Kstes, Ihe bad man from
Í..1ISV,
who was arrested by. the local
x
....
Pacific ....
police several, weeks ago, upon' the Southern
I'iilon Pacific .. ,,
129?,
request of the authorities of Mountain
do Preferred , . .
SO
Hume, Ark., will probably be returnnr.
AiiialKnmated Copper
ed to the ltazorhiick state soon.
I'nllcd States Htee)
31
do Preferred , . .
The requisition papers from the ArUS
kansas governor for the return of
Healthy kidneys filler the Impurities from
Kstes to Arkansas for trial were received here yesterday by Chief of Po- the blood, and unless they do this good
Foley's Kidney Cure
lice McMillln, who forwarded them to health Is Impossible.
S'sJind kidneys and will positively tur
Governor Curry In Satilu Fe last makes
all
forms
kidney
of
and
bladder dlsi aae. It
If h t
strengthens the whole system. J. H. y tllelly
Kstes Is now In the county Jail. He
whs the leader of the during attempt
to break out of the city bastlle recentNye'g tent show tonight, 10 and 20
ly.
He Is wanted In Arkansas on a cents, Including best re.its.
11

low prloea, The La, Veta Rooming
House.
Ill West Lead avenue, Mrs.
Fleming.
Full RENT Modern rooms and board, $2S
per month. Mrs. Eva L. Craig,
t)l
eonfh Beeond street, upstairs.

a

IMrOKTKItM

LUCCA

,

WIÍ.ES, LIQU03S & CIGARS
We handle everything In our line.
Write for Illustrated CataloKue and
Price Lint, lxstied to dealer only.
Telephone

er

tu

TOPrKH

North Third Mlreet
Dealers In
l'KO INICIXM, (iK.MN, IIAV
and Fuel. Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors and eticara.
J'lace your orders for
tills line with us

(i ItOt Kit I KM.

A

FULL 8ET OF TEETH

rnnna
Flllliie-s- ,
op wards from. ..!!!"!
Painlees Ft tract Ion
All Work Absolutely Ouaranteed.

JKO

Km,m IS. N. T. Armijo ItuildlnS

A 1j It U O U K

It

Q V K

Foundry and Machine Works.
H. P. Ilnll, Proprietor.
Iron and Ilrass Castings. Ora. Coal, and
Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Orate Bar. Xtabhltt
Metal, Columns and Iron Front for Ilulld
Inga, Repairs on Mining and Milling Machinery our specialty. FOUNDRY, East Bide
of Railroad Track. Alniinuenue. New Mellen

KELLY & COMPANY.

Wool, II lile

and Pelt
a Sixxliilty.

AUtrQl

l

.

i.as

Champion Grocery
tl

W.

Tijera

Itv

ff

ten Iminiiw!
.()0
per twi,

l

relttr--

whe-t-t

Bgfnm

hft

I

K

Wis Mud jvmr

FCStlE

Phone

Bl.

twratnnm.
..

H
ihftM

mif t

UNITtD HroiCAt CO..

Ave.,

M"r'

of knitpf

Hkif,w

VKO.AS

pills:

KR-

1 Hah, riRTAi Rmw far
Rf VER ItOWH TO f All.

Utt-f-

ftoe

DRS. COPP & PETTITr

FRENCH
AH.HIIRTM KNT 4F
IK AND MKATM.

etl.Q

!l.t

Wholesale Merchants

ITALIAN MACARONI
( HOICK

FOB

Oold
Oold

OLIVE OIL

and

I

AVtfl

Toti & Gradi

.

charge of grand larceny, and appeals
,
to lie an
bad man.
or ewy
of I lis Morning
Krr
Panfilo Hovera whs given five days Journal should
a salesman fur you.
yesterday by folic Judge Craig for
N'ye's tent show tonight, 10 nnd 20
being so drunk that he went to sleep
In an alley.
cents.

ISO
D

rOBVF.R FIRST ST.

GROSS,

OK

Co,

Buccessors to Uellnt A Kakln
and Rachechl A Oloml
WHOI.KHAI.K DKAI.KKS IN

11

1

s

Consolidated Liquor

.',

l

a

Mr-- '

Physician and Surgeon.

West Central

LOST
8prlns public school; only competent
The various athletic organizations
need apply; Rood
at th? university have already held teacher with experience
L.
or
l.lnus
Apply to J, W. Miller,
waKes.
breastpin, diamond In
LOFT A gold-ba- r
their elections, and are rapidly getting Shields.
Perea. N. M.
center. Finder will return to O. H. Moore.
down to business.
experiavenue,
113
an
'Central
Economist,
West
and receive reWANTED At the
Tomorrow afternoon a "pick-up- "
In the millinery de- ward.
enced saleswoman
baseball nine from the 'Varsity will partment,
tf
play a team from the Albuquerque
flirt for Keneral housework, Ap-t- f
high school at Traction park.
The WANTED
FOR SALE
Miscellaneous
ply M9 South Second street
'Varsity girls are busy organizing
work; one
their basketball team, and in fact WANTED Vouiik lady for office
with experience preferred.' Apply at The FOR SALE Horse, saddle and bridle.
there are all kinds of ncivity; among
1012 Forrester ave.
the athletes, feminine and masculine. Jaffa Orocery Company.
in millinery de- WANTED A saleswoman
SALK Bed, mattress
and
FOIl
t
pari
Economist.
men
the
at
"FAR.MKJLS" ARK PLAXXIVG
springs, $12; dresser, $8. Apply
Rum-meApply
girl.
Mrs.
TO RETAIN THE KKLT WANTED Kitchen
306We8t Coal avenue.
om
Silver evenue and Third street.
The following football notes from
FOÍÍ-Sa4 to 60 acres
Ranches-frthe current number of the "Roundup, '
each, all under main Irrigation ditch;
the clever little weekly issued at the
near city. Albuquerque Land Co., Room 9.
WANTED
Miscellaneous
Agricultural college shed more or loss
tf
Cromwell building.
light on the territorial football sit- WANTE1 Empty bags at llahn's Coal FUK KAl.K Horse, buggy and harness.
uation:
yard.
separate, cheap. Apply 1111 North Hixth
The college has hold the territorial WANTED Situation as book keeper by a street.
years
championship for a number of
first class experienced man; city refer- KOH SALE A fine buggy will, harness and
and In 'order to keep up this record ences. Address M. Harden, Journal office.
canopy top. Enquire this office.
good
two
out
teams
for
be
must
there
lady, position as
WAITED
FOR HAI.E Cheap, one set
revised enpractice, the one to keep the other In
piano,
will take class In literary,
cyclopedia and dictionary; suitable for
shape for the big games. With Red- strinu Instruments, elocution, (lancine; best scholars' use. Address Albuquerque Hatters,
ding, Ames and Weddell in the back recommendations furnished. Address Gov- (oíd avenue and Third street.
field, and Fraker, Stoneklng, Elliott erness, ti2 Maverick street, Ban Antonio, FOR SALE Private sale; furniture, almost
and Carrera in the line, the coaches Texas.
new, of a five room house; Axmlnster
are expecting to develop Ihe fastest WANTED Nurse, male or female; apply at rugs, book case, curtains, sideboard, china
Hospital.
Ke
once.
Santa
college
ever
had.
closet and dishes, dining table and chairs.
has
team the
Among the new men are Martin WANTED Two unfurnished rooms with Majestic range, blrdscyc bedroom suite with
E. Cenbath and board In private family, must wardrobe and chevalier glass.
Kelly, of Hlllsboro. who has played
Address Box tral.
two years at the Military Institute at lie close in and modern.
1U4.
City.
FUR SALE Cheap, if sold at once, well
Roswell; Olaf Windsor. who has
i'B
or 6 room
Improved'
ranch. Call on or adplayed on the Santa Fe city team, and wXNTRl'ín-Imfurnlshecneighborhood
good
dress Mrs. Ida Notlcy, Old Albuquerque.
and
be
In
house;
must
the only man for several years who modern; no
family.
In
or
Invalid
children
FOIl
SALE Light mountain wagon, or will
was successful in scoring against the
E. P. Smith, Post Office lnapoctor,
exchange for buggy.
Can be seen at
strong aggregation from the govern- Address
City.
S. Third.
Atkinson,
school,
the
and
ment Indian
T.mber
haul
lumber FOR SALE Or rent; modern fi room house;
teams to
husky, hefty lecruit from Estancia. WANTED
from our mill In Cnchltl Canon 'o Dobath, hot water furnace, electricity, gas.
There are others who have not played mingo,
22 miles; good roads and good waJail.
stable, etc. 20 N. Edith.
I!y this time a considerable crowd before, but are likely to make the old ter. Address Domingo Lumber Co., ThornFoil SALE A wholesale and retail candy
men tight hard for their positions. As ton, N. M.
.
,
had 'congregated around the car, and soon
factory In the most prosperous city In
as the football manager is electinterest was becoming intense. The ed negotiations
New Mexico; business has more than doubbe
into
will
entered
Joy
on
looked
while
crowd
with much
led in the past year; fine opening for the
with the Santa Fe Indians, the Alburight party; can be secured In the next 30
the officer and his assistant pried the querque
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL,
Indians, the Las Vegas nordays nt a real bargain; reason for selling.
lady loose, first from the car seat,
Albuquerque,
University
mal,
at
the
Ill health.
Address W. S. 1)., caro .lourniil.
then from the door, then the car steps the School of Mines, the New MexFoil. SAÍ.E Machine, liTcyclii and gunsmith
and finally landed her on the station ico military Institute,
-?
Paso
Kl
- V..,- tlv
.
shop in one of tho lending cities of New
. N
1,1
Vint form.
ind possibly the A.' and M.
Mexico; good machinery and tools; owner
It
m a thrlllinir moment, for the Athletics
college
University
and
Texas
of
to go east.
the
has
Address Gunsmith, care
lady showed a constant determination
Morning .Inurnal.
V'
to sit clown, and 270 pounds seated Is of Arizona.
'
r
4S
greatest
difficulty
The
that has been
FOlfKA LE New 64x8Ü' vie- w- ciwnTra";
some what serious problem. Arrived
fine lens, carrying case, tripod and thret
on the station platform her ladyship nift with In arranging games with the
double plate holders; can be seen at Porof
look one long, lingering look at the military Institute, the University
212 H. Second street.
ter's.
and teams farther away than
tit
station master, then threw her arms Arizona
Kl Paso and Albuquerque has been
Oil SA LE Two cottages and four corner
around his neck in an embrace that the
lots, cheap.
K luster's Cigar
Factory.
matter of railroad expense. PracÍwould have made Nethersnle look like tically
."
the only way to solve the probFOIl HALE We have some good cows for
an
It was a clinch, and al- lem would
arrange
sale. Albers Ilrothers.
for a series
though the station master yelled of games to bebe toplayed In Albuquerque
Foil 8 ALE Hull terrier pups, bred-fr- om
"Mreak!" It was necessary to pry tho with Ihe teams from the north, and
tho best Pitt stock l.i Amerioa.
H.
lady from Cerrillos loose once more.
Casey. Box 1st. Ijis Cruces, N. M. i
series In Kl Paso with the southern
Then began the crowning scene of the and
ySt.
Second
Ave., and
"
Central
teams,
betwo
western
cities
these
A
FOR
top
SALE
good
bugg- forsaie
performance.
On the way from the ing
two most central points In
cheap.
N. W. Alger, 124 South Walter
train to the station the lady shed her their the
street.
great
will
There
be
a
sections.
IIOTlTI,
skirt. Arrived In the depot she sat difficulty In arranging such a schedTIIK MOST I I1
FOIl
Aermolo
windmills,
tanks
down- on the floor In front
of the ule, but the effort Is to be
IN Till'! UITY.
RIN OX i:ruo- - and BALK
Such
substructure. Wolklng ft Bon, 707
made.
ticket Windows anil again announced an arrangement might be more easily I 'KAN PI,AN.
Norm Eighth street, phone 14K5.
tf
her Intention to remain seated until brought about If the football season
the nether regions congealed. Sud was extended,
suggested.
as
has
been
FOR RENTRooms
denly she changed her mind and In- A. S. BARRETT, Prop.
A communication has been receivformed the station mauler that he ed from
suggesting
university
the
tha'
Fttll KENT Tjyo nicely furnished
might take her to HmiIch, arid that the football season begin a month
front rooms, suitable
for light
she'd be only too pleased to Hlay later
year, and that, Instead of
this
MINING
STOCKS.
housekeeping. Enquire 617 H. liroad- there.
i
on 'Thanksgiving day, as eastclosing
way.
was ern teams do. the final game be playAt this point some progress
The following Tension quotations are fur
U(,.
made across the floor toward the ed dining
Pleasant furnished room with
the Christmas holidays. If nislii'd by F. Graf & cío., brokers, over their i' on
ball,; geni teman preferred; no health
precisely
street
at
door,
and
First
plan were carried out practice own prlvute wire to Albuquerquo, N. M seekers.
this
muz N. Second street.
this psychological moment another would begin a month later, and the September HI. I'.".
roil hknt Wcoly furnished room with
skirt became detached, and the lady men would escape the Intense heat of AniitlKiluiatcd Copper . . .
ei;
409 S. Amo street.
lRth.
was thrust head first Into a waiting tho early part of September.
4
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AiiiiC'iulu
There
urea nicely furnished rooms
cab, while the crowd turned Its head would follow at least two months of AllnufK
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for light housekeeping; no invalids. 301 N.
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episode and one which It
safe to alone Iteeps many students from com- Arizona
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place; no sick. 422 N. Sixth.
rest- lady
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was
the
At last
a large inumber begin a couple ttoxt'.n Consolidated . . . .
that
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Ing peacefullv against the bars of a of weeks later every season on ac- Itlngtiam
FOIl RENT Two nicely furnished rooms.
HI' (if 11
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City teams Itlack Mountain
count of their studies.
furnished rooms ultHl.lt
roil Kfc.vr-T- no
are usually organized about the first Unite Coalition
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fornousekeeplng.
Address 41 N. Sixth.
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of November, and by the time they Cumberland Kly
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iiH.NT Two furnished connected front
are In shape for a game the collegiate Vote rinlal
roilooms;
anil ArlRona, asked
neat l,Hlh and light. 42J 8. Third.
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However, the delay of a month in Copper
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Arizona
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sonable.
W. Gold avenue.
starting practice might put a clamper Davis Daly
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with
4 Foil
bath, at the Occidental
the schools and might operate to les- Olulie Consolidated
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!'' corner
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teams. Nevertheless,
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HOOMH FOR RENT
worthy of Investigation.
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Helvetia ..
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rooms with us of bath, by th week 01
Captain Redding reports that new Isle Koyale
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month.
No Invalids taken. Hotel Cralgt,
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Neatly furnished rooms at
are being used in practice,
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Keclnifil. Attention!
p. m. sharp, council fire
Sept. II,
will be lit and n number of paleface
All members and
will be Initiated.
KI.I.P A VHA I! or Ol It KANSAS
visiting brothers are requested to be at
thwigwam on time. Itefreshments IKH'H KAIr IN VOI It IIOItSK'S
M
;i:il. A 25c I'llX'K WIM, I ST
will be served sfter meeting.
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With the
Woolly Animals at Exhibition Big Gathering of Temperance
Workers Expected to ConHall,
vene in Albuquerque First
or
i epru- r. a.
Days of Fair Week,
sentlng the, Chicago Flexible Shal't

strations

ATTOUNKVS.

J. UK Y AN
Attorney at Law.
Office in First National Bank Bulldlne;
Alht.nnerque, New Mexico.
K. W.

Special attention given to Skin,
formation norrasnoní' with Turner
Steamship tickets to and from all
Olround. Beat Iab Veeae, N. M.
.
Rectal and Genlto-Urinar- y
diseases.
parts of the world.
a. m., 5 p. m., 8 p. m,
Hours,
WANTKD Two milkers. Apply Matthews
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Dairy. 51 N. Third streeet.
Rooms 4 arid fi, Harnett bldg.
The outlook for an excellent fall
Rooms 8 and 4, Ornnt Rldg.
Three first class oar pent era.
OFFICES.
DR. S. h. BURTON
PRIVATE
athletic season In 'Albuquerque was WANTED
Copper
Apply A. W. Hay den, 412 West
Physician and Surgeon
OPEN EVENINGS.
never better. Over forty husky lads avenue.
Highland Office, 610 S. Walter street,
303
Avenue
Apply
gas
plant.
at the University of New Mexico have WANTED Stokers at the
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone N. 1030.
signified their great willingness to enat the fins Plant.
R. 1m iltlST
.
ter the 'Varsity eleven, and with such
Dwellings
FOR RENT
Physician and Surgeon
a buncu of splendid material on nana
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armijo Building
the 'Varsity should be represented by
Albuquerque, New Mexlcp.
FOR RENT Furnished house and tent at
a championship football team this
401 S. Edith street. Inquire 323 S. Edith DKS
Girl for general houseSHADRACH & TULL
fall.
On September 20, at Traction WANTED
work: small family; good wages street.
park or on the college campus, the
Practice Limited
609
Clarke,
mornings.
with
for
stalla
Large
RENT
barn
FOR
Lee
Annlv
J.
Eye, Ear, Nose Throat.
game
will
of the season
first practice
tf five horses and plenty of room for vehiJ, Oculist and Aurlst
for Santa F coagt
he played by two "scrub" elevens now W. Roma ave.
cles; large hay loft and corral. Address
lam .1.
being made up. The first game will WANTKD Girl for general housework.
lines. Office 813
West Central av.
J.. Morning Journal.
il'y of two. Mis. Sclway, 714 N. Thlti-dfl to 12 a.m.: 1:30 to R n m.
speedily eliminate the less desirable
nouses, Hours:
room
or
RENT
FOR
three
talent, and after the second teams WANTKD At the Economist, an experi
furnished or unfurnished. W. V.
In tho millinery de
enced saleswoman
HOMKOPATHS.
have tried out once or twice it will
602 Sooth Second street
tf
be easy work lining up the 'Varsity nartment.
DKS. BRONSON & BRONSON
to
teach
Jemes
Lady
teacher
WANTED
eleven.
Homeopathic
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THE BIG BALLODfl
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come to '!l?it.'" 'Parr rciorttvrto "the
sheriffs office after the assault that!
hi' thad lost' j ' Valuable liámoár
whith he wa$ Vearins, but theustoae
Vr.ts later founi(( among his clothes.

1UNANAS.
APPLES.
ORANGES.

i

SKKDIiESS

fciiuill. Hovh Stole Slicks.
were issued yesterday af-

PEACHES.

Warrants

I
BLOND

Immense' Gas Bag
que" Will Be Taken to
"chestnoiv Hall'

In

Or-- "

querque and Inflated at Once
OUTFIT LARGEST EVER
MADE IN UNITED STATES

Immense

Globe

Blondín Will

Which
After the

With
Go

Record Displaces
Cubic Feet.

22,500

The "Albuquerque," the largest balloon in "captivity"
In
the United
States, which will make daily ascents
during the fair and with which Joseph A. Hlnnrtin will attempt o break
the world's long distance record, is
in Albuquerque. It arrived last night
from th factory in New York City.
The arrival of the balloon is of intense interest, not onlv to the public generally, but to the daring young
balloonist who will cut looRe his anchor on the last day of the fair and
launch forth on the upper ether in
a determined effort to establish a new
world's record for long distance
aerial navigation. That Mr. Blondín
will make good no one who knows his
nerve and determination will doubt.
Add to this Mr. Plondin's great experience in ballooning, his thorough
knowledge of the erratic air currents
of, tho aerial seas, and his close acquaintance with the tricks and whims
of a balloon, and it is evident he Is
well equipped for his venture. The
conditions are believed to be ideal
clenr air, fairly dependable winds,
and a level, sweenine countrv. with
few obstructions to threaten the balloon when sailing along close to terra
firma.
The big balloon and the "pocket"
which will carry the manipulator and
the passengers arrived neatly packed
In a huge bundle.
The balloon and
apparatus will be taken over to Orchestrion hall In Old Albuquerque this
morning and Mr. Iflondin will establish his headquarters In the spacious
building Here the balloon can be conveniently varnished and inflated. After
the apparatus is properly fastened
together and set up a trial ascent will
nl owe be made, probably within the
next ten .days.
Tlie balloon "Albuquerque"
was
made by Leo Stoverts, the noted manufacturer, who is a personal friend of
Aeronaut Hlondin. Hefore returning
home about the middle of August, Mr.
Jilondin ordered a straight segement
balloon, but on account of being unable to fill the order before September 1, Mr. Stevens made what Is
known as- a "templet" balloon', considered
better machine than the
straight, segment type and worth
,'
More.

The displacement of the "Albuouer-que- "
Is 22,500 cubic feet, and It Is 35
feet in diameter. Tho car's measurement is four by four.
The. "AJbuouerque" balloon Is the
largest machine ever made in the
I'nited States, and the only balloon
that excels it in size and capacity are
those? manufactured in France.
"All inv davs are busy days from
now on." remarked Aeronaut Hlondin
last nieht. "I except to spend most of
my time working on the 'Albuquerque,' and when the fair opens I expect to be able to take all comers tip
In the air.
The Albuquerque will ascend 500 feet in one minute, or 250
In
thirty seconds, when I get her
feet
In shape."
Under Mr. Ulondin's skillful guidance It Is expected that large numbers
of fair visitors will make the trip up
In the captive balloon each day during the fair. On the last day of the
fair, before what will likely be the
biggest crowd ever seen at Traction
tiMik, .Mr. H tin i' o will enter the balloon, weigh anchor and leave for the
ileocy clouds.
His venture is to be
watched with great Interest by the
members of the Aero Chin of America,
as whose representative he will make
the ascent, and pretty nearly everybody else in the United Stales.
I
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Hardware and Ranch Supplies

SWEET POTATOES.
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EAXS.
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STOVES AND RANGES,
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HARNESS AND SADDLES,
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307 W. Central Ave.
Phone 80.
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A very enthusiastic meeting of the
Brotherhood of St. Paul was held la.it

West

,V.ni

ttp II
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BRUSSELS,
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y-

.

Whenever you witnt jour Prescriptions filled promptly and accurately or
If you want DHl'GS aiul MEMCIXES sent up to your bouse In a hurry.

Central

-

Avenue

WILLIAMS DRUG CO

BLUE FRONT.

117

-

W. Central Ave.
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TAPESTRY BRUSSELS,
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ART SQUARES, Etc.

EÜE29TB

nlght'in the First Methodist church.

a social session the following officers were elected for the ensuing

After

year:
President,
Peter McCallum; vico
president, David Stewart; secretary, i.
Sidney
V.
treasurer,
Hammond:
Houghton:
chairman of Christian
work, Superintendent of Schools Ster
ling; chairman membership committee, S. P. Mohn; chairman of social
committee, M. E. Huckey.
A number of new members were received and the brotherhood starts Its
noy,' year with bright prospects.
.

NEW

LINOLEUM
Our stock of printed and
inlaid linoleum is the largest ever shown in this

SUIT?

FALL

BORN'S BLUE BOOK OF FALL
HANDSOMER

COUNTER,

jity.

AND

1907 SAMPLES IS

MORE UP TO DATE THAN

EVFRYB0DY EACH

riES.

IN CL01

YEjR IS BECOMING MORE INTERESTED

THAT'S A.SIGN pF PROGRESS.

TO IMPROVING HIS APPEARANCE,

CERTAINLY HAVE

Albert Faber
Constitutionality of Territorial
Law Brought Into Question
In Case Involving the Rights
.of Many Settlers,
I

Special

('iirrrHinilf

n

Morning

FURNITURE,

.

ANCE.

AND

0B-JEC-

CLOTHES

GREAT DEAL TO DO WITH APPEAR-- .

A

THAT ARE MADE TO' CONFORM WITH YOUR

MEASUREMENTS

W. Central Ave'.

AND THAT ARE MADE FOR YOU

PERSON-ALLY-

?

.

FEEL RICHER

YOU WILL

Join ni, 1. 1

Willard. X. M., Sept. !. A case of
considerable importance to the people
of Kstancla valley, especially in the viTHE BIG FUN SHOW
cinity of Willard. was tried before
Justice Jose Juardo, In the justice
court of that town. Saturday of last
week, in which tlie plaintiff. K T.
Eik's Theater Friday, Sept.f3
Martin, was awarded a decision in a
suit of forceable entry and detainer
against one c. K. Hover, defendant.,
Attorney F. F. Jennings represented
Martin, and K. P. Davies, cashier of THE NEW RURAL COMEDY
the Torrance County Savings bank, of
that place, appeared as counsel for
SUCCESS
the defendant. The case was appealed.
About August 1, Mr. Martin purchased the improvements-na former
entryman on a quarter section of
land a oil filed with the probate clerk of the county a declaratory
statement as required by the territorial law. which fives tu the squatter
THE COUNTRY BOY
on unsurveyed land the same flme
privilege accorded the homesteader
on surveyed land under the government land laws.
When, a few days later. Mr. Martin
A STORY OF PLAIN FOLKS.
proceeded to occupy" his claim, he
found that Hover had decided the land
was bolter than that on which he had
niul ilaiu in iiiiin- 'v
been living, and therefore determinad
to take no recognition of Martin's alleged rights.
All sjh i IíiI Mronrry niul
The decision of Justice Juardo Is
Strictly ii lililí rl;iH irHlnclioii.
endorsed by almost every resident nf
s,
Kstancla valley. Hundreds of
understanding the territorial
AN
UNEXCELLED
CAST
law as protecting their filings, for a
period of six months, have, after erecting fences and building houses, gone
back to their former homes to settle
their affairs preparatory to returning
Seats on Sale Wednesday,
to Xew Mexico for permanent occupation of their claims.
September 1 1 .
The Argument of Mr. Davies. who
declares the territorial law Is unconstitutional and that our lawmakers
Vt
had no right to enact It, has caused
much apprehension among the settlers
PRICES
35c, 50c, 75c.
around Willard, and among the townspeople, many of whom have claims on
unsurveyed land. Hitherto the rights
of persons to the land upon which Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
they have placed declaratory
filings
have been respected, and Inasmuch as
all of the most desirable farming land
E. Walker
about Willard is unsurveyed, It has Arthur
Secretary Mutual
been the policy of the people to preIiiHiimnits
Kirn
vent squabbles If possible.
1'lione l
linildiiii:
tllVfc Wffdt Ontrnl Avmiii.
WEAK KIDNEYS MARK WEAK

NO ONE

THEREFORE, WHEN YOU CUY CLOTHES WHY NOT

BUY THOSE

CARPETS

and DRAPERIES.
308-31- 0

ON OUR

EVER,

Come and examine our
stock and we will see that
you save money by buying
your fall needs from us.

IN

ONE OF OUR MADE TO MEAS-

URE SUITS THAN YOU DO WITH THE PRICE. OF IT

IN

1

JOUR

"

POCKET.

WE GUARANTEE IT.

TRY ONE.

SIS to

UIXS

V

$40

BOATRIGHT, Phone
1013.

H.

rlVi-ol-

home-seeker-

AiMM-lailoi-

Com-

querque People.

"Puck" Parr, the oldest motorman
the employe of the A Ibuquernne
Tr.'K'tlim company, Is In St. Joseph's
sanitarium, where he was taken yesterday morning to recover from serious bruises about the head and face,
received In an Old Albuquerque saloon
come time after riildnlght Tuesday
morning. Warrants have been Issued
re befor at lenst two men who
lieved to liHVe been among Parr's
and other arrests are expected.
According to the account of the
affair given by Parr, he went Into the
saloon to get a drink Immediately
alter making his last run for the
iilght. He sayn that shortly after he
entered1 some seen men entered the
place and Invited him to buv them n
drink. He refused, and told the men
In somewhat strong language that he
didn't have to buy drinks for the
crowd. He says that before the words
were fairly out of his mouth he was
lying on the floor with a vailed collection of feet planted In his face, and
the face bears out this portion of the
story, since, according to those who
saw It immediately after the accident,
It looked not unlike a plate of Hamburg leak.
Parr Is known an a quiet man. whose
haMl are rnd. niul If there :was
not yet
catite' for tlie assault It h

tv-t-

I

VELVET,

Head of
for the

203
ai

--

THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

We have
new Fall

ROYAL WILTON,

"

AMMUNITION.

B.RUPPB CaJl Up Telephone 789

The Monarch Grocery Go.

lVter McOilIuni Named

n

..

ami guaranteed.

just received the
styles in Rugs,
comprising all the latest
'
patterns in

.CUTLERY,

KITCHEN UTENSILS,

Melons frcsli from the ranch

AXMINSTER,

Flourishing Organization
Coining Year.

-

I

OFFICERS ELECTED BY
BROTHERHOOD OF ST. PAUL

Taken to Hospital to Recover
From Beating Administered
iionirx
In Old Albuquerque Saloon,
21
Kidney
Diseases
Cause Half i lie
Small Boys Again in Toils.
mon Ache nnd Ills of AlbuIn

.

GUAPES.

Matson's

BRUTAL
ASSAULT

rM AUGER

HI I' IT.

GKAl'E
'

well-know-

Albu

Old

Thompson Cast" (Joes Over.
The case of Jesse Miller ngainst I
n
dairyXI. Thompson, the
man,, came up yesterday afternoon
before Justice of the Pence George It.
Craig, and went over until today, owing to the absence of a. necessary witness. This case arises from the sale
of a ranch to Mr. Miller by Mr.
Thompson, and is over a question of
ownership of certain feed troughs and
other movable property which the
purchaser contends went with the
property, and which the seller contends were not included in the deed.
Mr. Miller Is suing to retain possession of the property. Which he holds
belongs with the ranch.
Ofilccr lligiibarsui m.
of the
Officer George Hlghb-Tgln- .
f.
It is
night force, is taking a
not a holiday, for the officer is ill and
is forced to take care ef himself for a
day or two. His record for service is
unusual, as this is his first night off
duty for several years.

j ; I

STltAWBEHKIES.

,

AERONAUT

i
:

i--

P.EAKS.
PIjVMS.

ternoon for the arrest of four small
hoys who have figured frequently in
police court of late, charged with
stealing sacks from local wholesale
houses. More than 100 sacks have
been stolen and of these some thirty
have been recovered from the people
to whom they were sold by the boys.
At their present rate, these four small
boys will shortly demand a reform
school all their own. They will appear In police court this morning.

'

).

As one weak link weakens a chain,

so weak kidneys weaken the whole
body and hasten the final breaking-down- .

Overwork, strain, colds and other
causes Injure the kidneys, and when
their activity Is lessened the whole
body suffers from the excess of uric
poison circulated in thp Hood.
Aches and pains and languor and
urinary Ills come, and (hero Is an
tendency towards diabetes and fatnl Trrlght's disease. There
Is no real help for the sufferer except
kidney be!p,
poan's Kidney pills net directly on
the kidneys and cure evory kidney ill.
Albuquerque cures are the proof.
Mrs. Ida Johnson, living at 414 N.
Fourth St., Albuquerque, N. M ssys:
"Doan's Kidney Pills quickly and effectively relieved me of pain In the
back, which had troubled me at intervals for uiinn time. Any preparation which ucts s fully up to the
claims made for It ns lioan's Kidney
Pills, deserves unqualified praise, and
as a genuine kidney medicine can have
the confidence of every ont.''
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Xew York, side agents for the United
States.
hil
Hemeinlier the name - I loan's
take po other.
m
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Our Fall Styles In Men's Clothing
'

HAVE ARRIVED.

THE

MORE THAN OTHER

MAKES.

NO OTHER BRAND FOR

IBIS- -

STEIN

BL0CH MAKE, COSTING NO

STICK TO IT THAT YOU

WILL

HAVE

THERE ARE NONE "JUST AS 'GOOD."

SIS,

and

YOU WANT

A

LEARN ABOUT BOYS'

Fountain
Pen

SAM

Tlint write siikmiiIi and
don't lenk nor Mill jour
buy

CELEBRATED

INSIST ON SEEING THE

PECK GUARANTEED BRAND OF BOYS' SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$3.50, $5 00 and $6.00
enwy
llo-r,-

and .
,

a

OUR

HOUSES

STAND

OUR CUSTOMERS.

Parker

Lucky
Curve

We Rlvfi you l WKITTEX
(it'AKAXTEK with every pen. Wo
have llicm In all hIoí and all

price.

F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY
10.1 W KMT

AND YOUTH'S CLOTHING.

I'ttSTHAl. AVK.

BACK OF EACH GUARANTEE AND WE
A,

PROTECT

..

Washburn-- Co
.

9
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
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MORNING JOURNAL,

of Individual clerks, all within a few leal local option elections."
Put the
wó'rttiy' popular
m p.tlment
liijuor
against
ÍxarfcTCtftíOTSBTTvan.t
of due reward,.. Rut there are.twu. driiiHtaaj huMt bet n .a t rystullixetl fact
skies U every JbdtgH'm, and congrwa iuwiht .se states for at least a quarter
should keep this fact In mind. Any- of a century. In addition to ttte inthing in the nature of waste or failure centive furnished by the negro menwill be criticised In the light of Just ace, the Southern people, especially In
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Spring1

the rural communities, are strongly
religious, generally inclining to the
Tomatoes for making catNEW NAME. OM) DISMYSK.
Editor.
W. 8. HI RKE
spring Is mado from
Methodist and Pa:tist faiths, and this
The No. 1 single cone, patented
City Editor.
II. B. HEXING
.
sup, 25 pound box for
No. 9 M, steel spring wire, drawn expressly for the purpose. It Is also
fact has solidified and riveted the proMAKCt'H P. KF.I.LT
Literature Is enriched by a
Business Manager.
attached to our patent heavy cross wire foundation, between, fin-as
It Is "stereotyky.". It Is ap- hibitory' sentiment to such an extent
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or what not without knots or other defects.
FOR
GIRLS.
the people, can make an Binple return fully guarded and restrictedI'nfortun-giel- gating
a
country, where Paul (the farm- calico dresses on the machine for
stick of wood in this yard Isn't first
If
I'v ture, responsible citizens.
for the emoluments (hey receive.
er) plunts, Apollo (the ihti li rider) week after the season closes, Septem1.(10
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branch, huldeis of (he purse and orig- the polltlclons and the plan Jul been
recently
discarded.
othand
The ew Pure luort and Drue
AUTISTIC PMTI lili l'HMI(i,
inators of the laws, financial
FOR BOYS.
We ore please to announce that Foley's
The recent enactment of state-wid- e
HF.VsoN IH i; PltlCFh. SHOW I Id,
er, have a flue opportunity to be a
H'inrv
and Tar for eoliths rolds anil lung
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laws
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prohibitory
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what
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

fSdlOllES

written

In

the

sand.-- -

that he wis

n

go-H-

to tha river. He was
probablv
lhn In a condition in whk'h he real
ized his iituailon and Its seriousness.
He had thfn walked on several miles

and probably during the night ba,1
laid down from exhaustion. His tracks
TROUBLE IN THE
showed that later he had dra;;gei?
himself to the shade of a tree, ji !)-ftbl- y
after the sun had arisen. The
fact that Slawson was an execre toed
desert man probably led lii.n in lake
greater chaneca than h- - otherwise
PASS CITY
would have done. He evrlen:lv
his ability to .viti;;ami lh
hardships of thirst and nuiiax1. ariii
died when within a short iJ.stinee of
river from exhaustion. The conSALObNMENSÁY LAW MUST the
ditions of the remains when fjunj
immediate inlirirnT'..
BE STRICTLY ENFORCED They will their
probably be later lpm.ive.i.
oveu-Estimat-

iriiisi

El Paso's rather caloric climate has
been made' warmer' during the . past
week by the troubles that have followed the putting on of the Sunday
lid. The saloon men have registered
a vow that if they are made to observe ; the law all other business
houses must he given the same treatment.' Even livery stable proprietors
will have to answer for renting rigs
on Sunday, and the saloon men have
laid down the law that It must be a
"whole hog or none."
The' latest development was the arrest of Frank TUch, manager of the
Crawford Theater and Krand Rich
Stock company. Rich, who is well
known in Albuquerque, was arrested
tor keeping the "Airdome," the outdoor theater, open on Sunday.
Rich was arrested after the show-bConstable Manen Clements, and
gave, bond to the constable for his
appearance before Justice C. W. Marshall. The show was not disturbed by
the officers, hut It is understood that
action will be taken next week to prevent the Airdome or any other place
of amusement being kept open.
A candy man named Booth was also
arrested for selling sweets and Ice
cream on the Sabbath. The following Interview from the El Paso Herald
shows where the saloon men stand:
"You cannot frighten the saloon
men with this 'state prohibition' talk,"
declared. Tom Powers, president of the
Kl Paso saloon men's organization.
"I
wish it would come to a question of
state prohibition and I would give ten
thousand dollars to the cause. Prohibition in Texas Is the only salvation
of the saloon men. I'll wager five
thousand dollars that I will never
lose the Coney Island saloon, prohibition or,, pot in Texas, and I'll wager
you that prohibition will never be enforced in any city In Texas where
where are over 10,000 people.
"It will be cheaper for the saloon
men to operate with prohibition in the
state than it Is at present, and we will
have no bonds to give and no regulations to observe. We will then be
outlaws and as such will simply have
to buy our wav. Now we have to do
that anyhow and we also have to put
up a heavy lleep.se to the slate, city
and county, and observe a lot of silly
regulations. If we had state prohibition the saloon
men would simply
have to see, 'as they do now, that the
light fellows got Into office and pay
n fine every time the grand jury met.
nnd that is i!l there would be to I
Now we have to help the boys gel
Into office, pay the state a big license.
Ihe cotliitya' license 'and the city a
license, and then we have to give
bond and dose on Sundays and do a
lot of things that would not be expected of, us If we were outlaws, .is
we would be with state prohibition 'n
force. Then It would be a case oniy
of passing out a piect of money where
It would do some good.
None of it
would be wasted on licenses and !t
would be cheaper than now.
"No, I don't think that we would no
fined every day for the offense. Tha!
Is the state law, but who would enforce iV
"It H true the gambling law Is enforced, but that came about In a wave
of sentiment similar to that which 's
making the officers go after the
Standard Oil comnany and the railroads. Gambling bad Its time and It
was forced out, but It is not time to
force out "the saloon man nnd you
can not do It. Remember how long It
sentitook to work up
ment? About fifteen years. Well, nay
it takes fifteen years to work the people up to the same point with the sa
loon, or even len. There, we have a
pretty good while to run yet, I think.
nd it Is going to take that long to

tlo It, too.
"A lot of the people who

are

mak-

ing the fight are law violator Just as
much
wf are. I ran name one
man, n man who Is helping to lead
the fight'cuilbst the saloon man, who
to
rents two jinuses on I'tah-streeprostitutas. Otie of these places has
a saloon conducted In It In violation
of the hi w. I have not said that this
man shoulJ be arrested, but be will
be if this fight keeps up on the saloon men, for he Is a violator und w
are going to see that nil are punished
alike or all escape alike, or we will
take steps to Impeach every peace officer who falls to do his duty. Pamn
me. Ill spend ten thousand dollars
irt Im'iwiieh them
"Thé' saloon men In El Paso are In
earnest about, observing the law, If
the other people observe It. but we
are going to see that everybody observes the law.. Let us keep our hack
loor ;open we don't mind n ' little
not
we will
discrimination and
kick oa. the cigar men and the soda
fountain men keeping their front door
open, but shut us up tight and we
will see that the officers do their duty
ir Impeach every one of them."
Thus the officers are given the alternative of doing the saloon men'
bidding or quitting office,

a,

t

DETAILS OF DEATH OF
MINER IN THE DESERT
.
n. Slawii
(luruntf a lid

XV.

lu llilr
Terrific IK'rtt of the Itarreu I'lucc.

Tries to Bribe an Immigration
Officers at El Paso and is
-

Separated

From

His

Lady

Love,
Sumio Furukawa,
a prosperous
young Japanese agriculturist, with a
charming home In Colorado, is n thrifty son of the mikado held at the immigration station In Kl Paso, chargel
with attempting to bribe an officer of
the United States service. In violation
of section No. 5451 of the Revised
Statutes, nnd his broad fields and
nrosperlty afford him no protection.
Moreover, he is separated from a lotus
blossom of a Japanese girl whom he
attempted to bring into the United
States by bribing a trusted Immigration inspector on duty at the Santa
Fe Ftreet bridge.
The lotus blossom nnd peach bloom
of his henrt has been rudely turned
back to Mexico, and Sumio Is languishing In confinement awaiting trial
on the complaint filed against him
before the United States commissioner.
The FJ Paso Times thus tells the
;

s'.or;--

Friday ni?ht Sumio and his charming companion came Innocently, out
of Mexico, and trusted themselves to
the prosaic street car for transportation across the swirling Rio Crande
nnd into the United states. Merrily
they chatted of Nippon and bopefull'v
of the land of Colorado, with their
vine-cla- d
cottage among the fertile
fields.
When the car stopped at the bridge-however, and the blue capped and
trusted representative of Uncle Sam
singled out the couple with a request
for them to step off for a few minutes,
their happiness was dimmed.
Sumio declared
stoutly that the
lady was his wife, and that moreover
she had a passport, which had unfortunately been left In Mexico.
The
lady, however, at first denied thnt she
had been married to her companion,
and In the absence of proof that t!it
two were man and wife the woman
was turned back.
Thirty minutes later the young
returned, approached Immigration Inspector Johnson, and, that Officer declares, made him a cash offer
of $10 to let the young lady pass Into
the United States. He was Informed
that his offer was ridiculously low,
and advised to return with the lady lh
the morning, prepared to make a better hid for admission.
Saturday morning he came hack,
this time again bringing his sweetheart, and offering more money, the
immigration authorities stale. Then
he was arrested nnd the girl turned
back a second time to Mexico.
The complaint ngalnst Sumio has
been filed with United States Commissioned Howe, and a final investigation
to be had In the case this morning.
Sumio Is an Intelligent young native of Japan, about twenty-thre- e
years old.
i
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frvrr nnit Rummer fold.
Nustiaum. Ilatenvllle. Indiana, wrll":
par I suffered for ttirre monthi with
a snnitm-- r cnld o tlntrimlnjt that it Interfere! with my bunlneu. I tmd many of the
symptoms of h.iy fever, niul a doctor'
did not renrli my case, nnd I took
evoi-ft- l
medicine
whk'h eerned to only
my ruse.
Fortunately I Insisted
upon having Foley' Honey and Tnr In the
vetlow parkaife. nnd It qulekly curml me.
My Wife lili
Ilotiay nnd
Ince used Foley
Tar with the ame ucees." .1. II. O'Klelly
fured lliiy
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Strong List of Attractions forh
the' Early Season .Announced
GLAD THERE IS GODO

NEWSPAPER rJEAR

What the Morning Journal Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.

"Friday, the 13th." once made
world famous by .Tnv Could and more
recently Immortalized by the redoubtable T. I.nvvson. of Conner fumo, the
F E
date around which superstition' hangs
Its darkest veil nnd direct threats,
evidently doesn't seem to faze Manager O. A. Matson. of Elks' theater,
for he Is making all sorts of elaborate
preparations for the opening of the New Consul for the United
house on Friday night of this week,
and Friday, be it known. Is the 13th
States at Saltillo, Mexico, Has
of the month, when evil snlri.ts are
supposed to roam and Wall street hos
Found the Morning Journal
the Jimmies. Elks' theater Is going
to look with scorn on superstition.
Worth While,
Manager Matson and the manager for
.pkp talked It over and came to the
conclusion that if thnre was a hoodoo
Mr Thomis W" Vnetter of t mt--

SANTA

Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in any other Nqyv Mexico

newspaper.

i

':
" ' "V" consul nt Saltillo, Mexico, bus sont
A...
ter
w. nLit' f ho
'Ml Hi
fo
nir h.ttoi. to the Morning
more than sufficient to break it,, and Journal, i.ie
pleasure that there
that they didn't care about hoodoos Is a goodexpressing
newspaper near Santa Fe:
anyway. It has therefore been deter"Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7. 11107.
mined to nack the house nnd smash "Publishers
Morning Journal,
the superstition and enrich the coffers
N. M.:
of the theater and the pockets of
to"Gentlemen-- ! My subscription
Zeke all at one fell ?voon. The sea- - VOlti tttiitr.i him l.ot.n ttut.l i...
T.,1..
,
son which opens Friday bids fair toi'2S ,.,st.
vwh) h,.1.'owith $1 which
prove the best Albuoiieniuo theater !,. in
.. mv sim,,,.i, i,m
..,. .,,.
patrons have enjoyed since K1IÍV the end of Se(itember. Please dlscon- theater was built. A great many
sending the paper after this
strong attractions have been booked jtlnue
subscription expires, as I expect to
already and a number of others nre be absent from
this place bv that
now being considered.
time, having been appointed ns Unitbooklng-I'elow are the
thus far ed States consul to Saltillo, Mexico.
made by Mr. Matson. The date for
I have enjoyed reading your paper
the appearance of the Fisher Opera for the several years past that I have
companv has not yet been fixed, but taken It. and have been glad'
that
It Is definitely settled that that clever
Is such a good daily paper so
company Is to return here during the there
near this ancient place. Very refall and probably before the end of spectfully,
the present month:
"THOMAS W. VOKTTKIt."
September 13 "Zeke, the Country
nor."
September 2rt "T.ost In New York.-- ' BROOM FACTORY TO BE
September 27 West's Minstrels.
STARTED AT ELIDA
October 24 "A ltoyal Prisoner."
October 25 Primrose's Minstrels.
October 29 "A Rollicking Girl."
Straw Has Ileen Found lo Cirmv to
November 11.
"l.lttle Johnny
(iii'iU .dvantiige in Fertile Soil or
Jones."
I 'astern Counties of New Mexico.
8
November
"Arizona."
November .10 "Peck's Had Boy."
1!. II. Morrow has received the maDecember 2 "The Mavor of Tokio."
chinery for a broom factory anil will
December IS "A Wizard of Wall soon be manufacturing
brooms at
Street."
Klida. from the home grown straw,
November 2R "Ragle's Eye."
which is said to be of the very finest
November 30 "Poster Drown. "
quality. The building of the factory
January
"P.ed Feather."
is now under way of construction. Mr.
January 7 Charles Uanford.
Campbell, who had ebarge of the
Light hotel at Elida last winter, and
January 13 Florence Clear.
January 21 "For Mother's Sake." who Is now cultivating his claim north
January 27 "Toyland."
of Kllda, has twenty-fiv- e
acres of this
February fi Paul Oilmore.
fine quality of broom corn, and we unFebruary 14 "The Puigomaster."
derstand that he. has had an offer of
J7.ri ;ier acre for satneo
February 18 "Are You Crazy?"
February 24 "The Holy City."
The starting of this broom factory
2
seems to us "to mean much for .this
March
Crestón Clarke.
March f, "On the Frontier."
section, as it will encourage the ex"tn-slv- e
March 17 "A Desperate Chance."
planting of this broom corn which
April 4 "Ma's New Husband."
thrives and produces so well on this
April 18 Perry's Minstrels.
soil. Kenna Record. i,j
"
OsIiki to líeooen Sunday.
Nye's ten show tontgrU.
The Casino Is being overhauled nnd
I Tour prevent employment eel tin to be
the slae repaired for the reopening
of the house next Sunday night by the Intolerable? Read nnd nnawer a few Mura-lJuurnal witr ad.
Poston Ideal opera company, the clever people who gave Albuo.ueto.ue the
NOTICE FOR IM'III.K'ATION.
best summer entertainment It has ever
had, during July of the summer just Department of the Inte'ior. Land Office at
.
Fe. New Meiie... Aucust 19, 1907.
Santa
nas-tThe Poston Ideal company has
I
hereby Riven that Juan Antobeen In F.I Paso since Its engagement nioNottee
Gurute, uf old Albuquerque, N.
has
here and has nlayed to phenomenal filed notion of hi Intention to make llnal
audiences, which have packed the Airproof In aupport of hi claim, vta
dome every night during the engage- Homestead Entry No. 11,461. made Mav Tí.
ment, the people even standing In the 1"7. fur the N SWU. SE',4 HWti HVV'4.
rain on several occasions rather than SIC Sec. 12, Township 10 N, l(ane 2 W, and
proof will be made before H. W. S. '
miss a performance.
The company that ald
I
Court Commissioner at
will present new operas not In Its Oteru, nlled N.state
M., on October t. 190J.
repertoire when here before. It Is Albuquerque,
He name the following wltnesnen to prove
stronger than ever and Its two weeks hit continuous residence upon, and cultivaat Traction park will bring out lib- tion of. the land, via: Cipriano Hanchez, of
eral patronage. There has been no Pajarito. N. M Felipe Herrera, of A trisco.
change In the company since Its ap- N. M.; F.llaa Chave, of Albuquerque. N. M.;
pearance here, although one or two (labrlel Chavez, uf Alhuouerque, N. M.
MANT'EL, K. OTEltO,
additions have been made, strengthenlteitlter
ing the organization in several of Its
Mineral Water cure and preoperas. According to the Kl Paso vent lllllloutnen. Ask your (racer for It.
newspapers. Kl Paso has found Mr.
Hurgess und his clever people
Nye's tent show tonight,
Ladles
free.

It is synonymous

Albu-(lueruu- e,

-

ÍRSítE

result-producin-

When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field the' most representative homes oí
Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Journal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the

.

combined dailies of New Mexico.

1

you are not advertising in the Morning
LOSING
not saving money.
If

Journal,

you

are

1

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good for you.
Don't argue!

Don't infer!
Try it!

Cm Jll)iiqcrquc

n

flve-ye-

Horniiiglotirnal

:

;

B he Future
tPEA,Mí.H.T1l lZlS?

with conscientious,

g
painstaking,
service. Service mark you for when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will see that your advertisements are placed in suitable positions that, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
mighty factor in making mony for you.
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Center of JSfetv Mexico

OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY.

THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES
a GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SaK
WEST

fW!

The Helen Uotvn and Improvement Company
iNcemrosATSDS

Are

F-i'f

W.-11-

..tt

l

The Morning Journal has the best
equipped printing offlcn In the southwest. Brief and transcript work.
a
specialty
Lawyers desiring
here.
briefs printed an they should be and
Vaudcilllo, Then Statehood.
MORNING JOI HNAI. WANT AOS
on the shortest possible notice and at
With dally vaudeville In our midst
RUINO RKSI I.TO
the most reasonable figure, should call at 'last nothing more remains to be
or send their manuscripts to the Morn- necomplhhetl but statehood, nnd It
ing Journal.
will doubtless come just as the con- - Try a Morning Journal Want Ad I

In

give the followThe Needle's
ing det'ills of the death In the desert
.Slawson soni.'
from thirst of
time ajro:
(lene Oannon enme up from dowi
thp river yesterday after nniBinp li
trip from Hull', ranch to the i'ltts-bui- g
mine and (racing up the circumstances surrounding ihe death of V.
H. Slawson, the mining man who'
tragic end wa
announced In J;. si
week' Issue of the Eye. Mr. Cannon foirtid that Mr. Slawson left Hail's
o with e canteen of water to ."Blk
over the trail from thnt point to th"
Pittsburg mine. It was underp'ood
with Harry Seltzer, who had chue
of the packing outfit, thnt he would
wait on the trail until he caught or,
and that hi would then ride one of
the animals, a thre was o nhnrtag"
went
Seltzer
of riding animals.
through to the mine without
Slawson. The nlurm was given
later and Indian trailer put at wiik,
mid he wu found within our mile of
the river, evidently making hlf ah;
for water. It I also evident that he
wan not dement Pd, because he bn.l

.

t

i.-.- í

loi-a-

Boston IdearOpcrav Company at Casino,

TROUBLE

Ovores! limited UN T'n.
Sih'i'iiiiiImmI

r

iinuusj vouaviije anHwu n
come

SEPTEMBER 11, 1907.

ness.

JAP FARMER IS III

'.'

"

Day,

J.,

WEDNESDAY,

right. Several
attempt)'!
,nave been made in this city to estaba
lish vaudeville houe. but none
because non Were backed like
jthe Crystal is. by a big syndicate of
tneateis. This syndicate is like Uncle
Sam's postal department it can maintain and operate houses whether they
pay or not until it lias satisfied the,
people that it has tlio. goods.
The great thenter chain needs Albu-- !
querque upon Its list, because it needs
MATS
all the large towns between the Mis-- I
souri river and Hie coast that it can
get with which to break its jumps.!
and thus our people can get to see
shows at 10. 20 and 30 cents
WILL OPEN ELKS THEATER daily
that traveling companies cannot give
$1. Of course It has an eye'
F0RSEAS0N ON THAT
business, but the shows that
'
' ' '
',i
'
4It will bring weekly will get the busi-- ;
1

Manager. Frank'" Rich of the
Crawford Theater Arrested
on the Sabbath
; for Laboring

MORNING JOURNAL,

cI

the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
ot
streets and avenues,
0 ,thSfí5? clty
ind dlctly upon the Santa Fe Rawav, Depot Grounds. The Atcnison. Topeka & feanta Fe Railway
no
(CaPaC,ty f 70
tragic,
SidQ traCk) t0 accommodate its immense
f
Harvej?
freight
and
PassenSer
mi7
70-fo-

ñ

rim

e&

the business
depot ground

In

THE
has population of 500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 1 50 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc. It is
the
largest shipping point for floür. woo , wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico. From its location
the
trunk line leading north, south east and wést o aH
points in the United States and Mexico its fu ute growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated. All fast limited" mail, express
and freight "ta ns w
through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and he Pacific Coast. Ihe water Is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a $1 6,000 public scho o hous
wo cLrc
hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a good
newspaper and a good hotel. The lots ottered are low in prices and terms easy. 0n( thlr of purchase money cash;
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. TltJe perfect and warranty
deeds given.
...y wiij
jvu moil omio wo wiwiv,d iui;. rui iuiuici pauiiuiars anu piiuuc ui lois can in person or WMio 10
CITY OF BELEN

1

I

up-toda-

two-thir-

te

I

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

ver-taki-

JOHN DECKED. Vresfdent
--

WM:M. HE'RGET,,

Secretary

8
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PARENTS

TAKE HODGE

M0RN1NQ

The Largost Number of ilu

DEMURRERS TO BE

N'ow tliat 81kmI Ih about to beln,
children ikmhI good strong ahoca. Our
chool dioos are marie to stand the
roiurli uaajte that children Rive them.
Our guarantee goett with every pair.
We will give a tMN-la- l
rtlucount of 10
Mr rent on nil of our school shoe for
Erltlay and Saturday only.

ACTED Oil III A

ARE YOU GOING SI OPP

IJX)X HERTZOG, Mgr.

and Clothe the Feet. Judge Abbott Expected to

216 West Central Avenue.

OF INTEREST

ITEMS

LOCAL

In the event that you should not re
celve your morning paper telephone

510

the Postal Telegraph Company, tivlní

nume and address and the paper will
be delivered by a special messenger.
Telephone 36.

Attorney Amado Chavea

Is In

Santa

IV on bunineHs.
Ir. H. A. Barton, of Estancia, Is In
the ell:- on business.

Charles M. Gos returned yesterday
from n vlxlt In El I'aso.
Miss Hertha Kuiz. of .Helen, was a
visitor in Albuoueniue yesterday.
Miss Hessie Stewart, of Fort Defiance, Ariz., in visiting friend.'; In
Albu-iUerti-

South Fourth street, left Tuesday

nltcht for San Diego, where they will

e.

It. ). isiirsum, nf Socorro, was in
yesterday on his way tl(
the
Santa Fe.
Colon. I Tí. Smith, of
and
Miss Smith were Albuiueriue visitors
yesterday.
The regular meeting of the
Klks' Indue will be held to- nitrht at S o clock.
New Tiork, I: jn
Ir. A. Staub, of
AlliuiU-rftifor a short visit to (...
at ven and friends.
li. II. Sims, of the Valley ranch,
near Glorieta, was a visitor in
yesterday.
!

Altiti-oueni-

make their home.
lieardon, the "International" pitchs,
er, has slirneil with the Kl Paso
and will play with the Pass City
bunch at the territorial fair tournament.
K. A. Wootton returned
yesterday
from San Uafael, N. M., where he sold
the Roods of H. J. Haverkampf, the
bankrupt merchant, to David Garcia,
of tfubern, for the benefit of the creditors of Mr. Haverkampf.
S. M. It. Hunt, of Amarillo, Tex.,
was In Albuquerque yesterday.
Miss Julia Clark, of Little Rock,
Ark., spent Tuesday In Albuquerque.
P. It. Smith and Miss Murda Smith,
of DemlnK. N. M., were visitors here
esieruay.
The I.earnnrd & Llndemann boys'
band held a practice meeting last
night at the music store on West Gold

avenue.
P. McFarland and wife, of MaRda-lenwho have visited friends here

a.

for several days, returned home this
moi nmg.

Alfon-iUeri-

Modern Furnishings
In-

Oreare
V
you going to get Jhe veiy: best trr?.f
thing for your money?

Courthouse,
Judge Abbott, of the district court,
preparing his decision on the demurrers entered by the territory of

and you'll

you look for,

New Mexico, A. A. Keen, M. A. Otero,
George W.- Prichard, the American
Lumber company and Clark M. Carr
to the suits brought by the United
States asking that deeds to timber
lands be set aside, on the ground of
fraud. The court's findings will likely
be announced early next week.
The arguments in the case of the
First National bank against Haverkampf et. al. have been completed,
and a decision is expected soon.
A motion in the case of Domingo O.
Encln.ias versus Antonio Bratlna and
Torlblo Encintas, was offered in the
chambers of the district court yesterday, but Judge Abbott overruled the
motion. The case Is a civil action.
Serafín A. Garcia yesterday fllel
suit in the district court praying to
be divorced from Marilllta Torres de
Garcia, upon the grounds of desertion and abandonment.
The troubles of the women who engaged in a hair pulling escapade Sunday night were settled yesterday morning before Justices Craig and Romero.
H. J. Awer was fined $25 and costs
by Justice of the Peace Jose E. Romero yesterday morning for disturbing
the peace. The tine and costs were
paid.

now being

r
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FILSENER BOTTLED

Fall

New Stock

JOHN S. BEAVEN.

BEER

ALB VQVERQVE LUMBER CO

Opening:

all

ANTHRACITE
AM Kit

If AN

;

site.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,
tit-- tll:00

!14

I.

Lommori

A.

MOUNTAIN

Co.

&

I'KESII

ANO SAETEO ME ATM. FINEST
IMPORTED CANNKO (iOOIIN

323 S. Second St. Phone 791

'

TRIMBLE & COMPANY

LIVERY,

FEED ANO IJYHUY STABLES
1 '.rst Class Turnout at

IrEAI.EKM IN

Groceries and Provisions

WOOD.

L

W.

Albuquerque, Hew Mexico

Monpg Journal Want Ads

K1NMMM1.

M.

First Street Z Marquette Avenue,

HI.OCK.

MILLWOOD.

-:-

Just Received

at the

I'HONK 4.

ReuaonablS
Telephone S.

HOTEL CRA1GE

The

Fins Registered Angora Bucks
It SAI; I!
F O high

I have some
grade sod registered
Ducks for saJe, ranging In age from eighteen
months to four years. Also Mime high
grade end registered doe. Pri.ws given on
application.
M. K. McCUAKV,

COAL

Albuauerque's Finest
European Hotel.

Kate.
North Second Street.

Ban Mnrclul,

FUR CASil ONLY

Silver Aveone.
Half Block from Santa Fe Depot.
GEORGE E. ELLIS. Pro.

AMKHK AN BLOCK,
KKKHXOH I t MP,
ANTHKACITK,
C

Ft UN AC K,
MIXKO.

M'T,

New Mexico.

t

LEAN OAS COKE.
hMlTIIINO (OA I.,

THE NEW CRYSTAL THEATER
1).

STRICTLY SANITARY

H. (xmiHIOIt, Manager.
12(1

Went

;!. Ave.

UP TO DATE BARBER SHOP,

Devoted exclusively to Modern Vaudeville, wMl oiien

Pure Drugs.

105 North Tlrst Street.

Everything

carefully sterilized.

I

sell the Liquid Head Heat.

3

THREE SHOWS DAILY
Matinees at 2:I0 every afternoon.
2 MIOWS KVRl.Y i;VKMh 2
Commenclnic at

8 O'clobk and at 9:15
Doors open

LADIES' SOUVENIR MATINEE
Every Tuesday and Friday at 2:30
and 2:45.
Admission, Matinee, 10c,
Admission. Kvcnlnir. 10c,

tliiaranteed.

Price and Quick tier loo.

W. H. HAHN & GO

THOS. F. KELEHER

1'nlform

Proprietor.

J. H. COLLINS,
n03 KAST

of Toilet ArtloU

Lin

IKON AVKM K,
J' HONK
Ofve ni n tiinl.

361.

Harneas, Saddles, Saddlery, Leather,
Undlngs, I'ainttt.
Before buying examine our gooda and
Iirice and save mo- - y.
408 WEST CENTRAL AVENTTK

l.

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

WAGNER. HARDWARE CO.
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware Co.

Fourth and Central Avenue.

20c.
L'oc, 3ftc.

P. Matteucci
Shoemaker and Ilcalrer.
ItKKV FItOXT. 105 NOHTII FlItST.

first-cla- m

JUST

Work

HINDI. 1N(.

earlier.

minutes

30

(iaas

NATIVE

TICI.KTIIONK

COLLINS' HAND LAUNDRY,
First

Full

WOI,

Cold. Soda

SECOND AND GOLD

THY

3

A

F. PAGEL, Proprietor.

MONDAY EVENING SEPT. 16.

Dealers In

.

Hecrdwre, Stoves eaicl Rei.rges
We

GreLnito

INSTALLED

Carry a Full Line

.

Wocre---Crockory---GIaa.sswaro

ALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOR THE MECHANIC

We Have In Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop.
ALL
One of the IIiichÍ decirle
Mvcr roffee mllN In Hie
country. Tim latent lniroveI.
Drop In anil ace It work. Get
a immiiuI of our 2.V33 or
.MiM'hii ami Java Coffeca,
4
cenia, If
Vck, we stop
you pay more you pay too
much.
40-c-- ut

WORK

WH

ENTRUSTED

11 3, 11 5, 117

SPOT CASH STORE

South First Street.

-

Us

Grow--

Watch

Our

Business

US

WILL RECEIVE

OUR

BEST

ATTENTION.

COMPANY
401 , 403 North First Street.
j

HARDWARE

1

STEVENS, EICHAR and CO.

- Watch-

TO

WHOLESALE

orrosiTE I'osrorncE.

,

RETAIL

1

-

.

de-

signs and sizes either single, double or twin
beds, from our magnificent stock of bedroom

Wall Paper!!

All kinds of coal and wood.

.

MIXTI'RK.
Oi l OWW FORMFLA.
FOOII FOR CIIICKM.
OF
Í.KtIN. HIT AM MONK, WFI.I.
FOR MrXT ItKNl'l.TK.
IHKIN A I'lKIMT FtMtll FHOM TIIIT
TIMK OF II A r II I NO FNTIf, THKT AKF.
I.AHOr FVOI Oil TO HK I Kl Til K AMF.
AM OI.lt FOHIJI.
K. W. FKK. tt-O- t
.
A

J

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Co.

Clarkville
Coal Yard

Steward-Lam- b

CHICK

HKM.H,

I

Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.

TO MANT.

Foley's Kldne). Cura will cure any rase nf
Sidney iir lilaililer troulila that la nnt beyond Ihs reach of meillrtne.
No medicine
ran da more. J. II. O HIelly Co,

.1

KTItONG Bl.Ot K.

,

COHN-J-A-

f

F. H. STRONG

The Centra.! Avenue Clothier

s

KOOT-EAH-

I

DRINK

Koot-Eas-

Koot-En-

I

$17.50

SIMON STERN

-

di?

I

your money.

Albu-fiuerq-

vl'-tl-

I

trian pattern for

They'll pay you a good profit

t"

Britt-Nel-o-

!!

hibit.
Costs you nothing to see this artistl
but we aay frankly that looking gen
erally ends In buying. Real china beauties
are our dinner seta of 100 pieces. The price
will amaze you when you see a fine Aus-

Marx make; and we sell them.

tilL-h-

1-

:

on china finds full exemplification In thn
many ornate designs It's our prlite to ex-

better than they cost.

J

-2

r

Decorative Art

ones, too; the kind that are

IRE WOOL

ts

J1

furniture.

FEELING III

MOLT
InlInL

manufactured.

your brass enameled bed from the many

find

Yqu'll find some mighty good

ie

con-

Fresh air, comfort and cleanliness are
at the same rima when you choose

sale.

They-ar-

rooms can .show no higher

of hygienic perfection than ,ln ths

elabórala and handsome .brass beds that ar

some awfully cheap clothes for

on

sleeping

ception

Yoü will probably aet

m

--

Is

Herman pcnweizer, manager oi uie
Fred Harvey curio room, will return
HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.
home this morning from a business
Most victims of appendicitis are those who
trip to FA Paso.
eonstltpated. Orino Laxative
are
The
Kev. Mr. Adams, of Phoenix, Fruithabitually
Horn To Mr. mid Mrs. A. Montoya,
8yrup cures chronic constipation by
Albuquerque
Ariz.,
through
passed
11
igh
stimulating
streVt. a baby Rlrl.
220 North
the liver and bowels, and reyesterday morning en route home stores the natural
action of the bowels.
Septemlur 9, 1907.
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does not nauseDeputy I'nlted States marshal Harry from a trip Kast.
boy
Hoy
Albuquerque
Corhan,
ate or crlpe and is mild and pleasant to
the
Cooper has returned from a huslness
who lias been playing with the Pueblo lake. Itcfuse substitutes. J. 11. O'Kielly Co.
trip to the Katancla valley.
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo, of Las Venas, team of the Western league, will arwas in the city yesterday, returning rive here next week.
The A. O. U. W. will hold a meethome from a visit to Kl Paso.
tomorrow night, after which a BETTER
Mrs. William McMillan, of Colorado ing
Springs, is the truest of Mrs. C. I!. banquet and general good time will be
given those attending.
Hover, HO" South Third street.
(
F. L. D. Carr, manager of the San
Isallta Haca, the youm? daughter of
company,
and
J. D.
Pedro
Mercantile
Mr. ami Mrs. F. I'. Haca, was burled
estenlay in Santa l';irhara cemetery. Williams, who spent several days In
A regular
of the Woman's the eliv, have leturned to San Pedro.
Mr. H. K. Habbitt, wife of Officer
Helief corjis will be held this afternoon at 2::0 n'cloc III Hed Men's hall. Itabbitt. of the police force, has re-- (
Mrs. S. S'. Moore, of Kansas City, turned houie from a live weeks' visitIs In Alliuinieroue. the truest of Mr. with Mr. and Mrs. I. ,A. Dye. at Coand Mrs. Frank Moore, of West Tl- - !chitl canyon, in the Jemez mountain
II
The Knights of Columbus from New
jetas avenue.
Miss Juanita Armijo. duuphter of Mexico and Arizona will hold a bigMr. and Mrs. Justo Armijo. left last ceremonial session In this city on Oct
for Cincinnati. Hhio, where she jtober 6 and 7. A big time Is to be
guaranteed each knight attending the Partly Owing to Fact Mills are
will e'iter a convent.
Session.
The old balcony on the "White
Major W. II. H. Llewellyn, Unite! j
Busy and Partly to Improvewas torn down yesterday. The
district attorney for Ne MexSouth Second street side of the build- Stales
night
ico,
city
passed
through
the
last
ing Is to be Imoroved
ment in the Financial SituaAttorney A. B. McMillen was a pas- en route to Las Cruces from
Fe,
attending
to
been
where
he
has
senger to Santa Fe yesterday, where
tion.
he has business before the territorial hisAlofficial duties.
local
well
known
Mathleu,
the
board of equalization.
liquor salesman, Is expected home this
The regular meeting of the
Bradstreet's weekly review of trade
week. Word was received from him says:
detail Merchants' association yesterday
stating that he was in the
was held last night In the assoclal Ion
Is a better feeling In the marLordsburg wreck on the Southern Pa ket,There
offices In the Wiling block.
partly owing to the Improved
was
cific,
but
unhurt.
There will be a regular meeting of
partly to the
Miss llarrlette financial situation and very
Mrs. C. W. Kunz.
the Woman's Relief f'orps this aft
busy. The
fact that the mills are
M.
Mrs.
return
Sadler
have
and
:Kunz
s
nail. Iiy
ernoon at :3i at Itedman
total sales for the week are smaller,
Taconia,
visit
an
to
from
extended
How-ed
president,
Sadie
order of the
average, but prices
Wash., where Mrs. Kunz's son is en- -' even below the
dlch, secretary.
Stocks in
The ladies also have held v.'ry steady.
The body of Mrs. May E. Price, who gaged in business.
manufacturers' hands are light, but
died several days airo, was taken to visited Vancouver and Victoria.
largest buyers are kíIII buylnjr
Madam Steward Lamb announces the
morning
Cleveland. Ohio, yesterday
from hund to mouth, largely on acthe opening of her fall millinery dls- - count
bv Mr I. p. Price, the daughter-lii-laof the high money rates. Buy- iiLiv f,ir Mniiilnv Síiotl ioti h,. IK from!
of 'he
.rs a.re hJWever, watching the market
p.
1
tvno-Through
10
to
m.
a
2:30
An Interesting program was given
closely, and any further easing of
In the Presbyterian church last night graphical error In her advertisement.
money would undoubtedly cause a
S or this paper yesteroay, ino
page
n
"
of
tb
fiiiv
roet'tlritr
Preshvterlan
l.
The market has
rush of business.
brotherhood, one of the tlouVishln,r announcement was made to read 7:30 been
without feature In the way of
Instead of 2'30 p. m.
organization of the church.
large transactions, though there have
A small blaze In the woman's ward
UIf iiierulorrf
Hilvane.. íieeiit for
been many small hits transferred,
the Hernallllo county jail last night, largely
l lie f'rvslal
theater company, has ar- - of
Among
of territory wools.
In
women
which
confined
caused
the
rived In Albuquerque from Pueblo,
of the week were Montana In
the
sales
exget
to
somewhat
Institution
that
and is preparing to begin the work of
cents,
the original bags at 25ir27
"dvei tiding the company's attractions cited, started a report last night that three-eighblood Montana at 27i28
attemptjail
had
another
break
been
here.
cents, tine staple Montana at 2r(ii'26
Stated convocation of Rio Grande ed. The tire was quickly extinguished cents, tine clothing Montana at 68 SP
chapter. No. 4. It. A. M., Thursday by Sheriff Perfecto Armijo and his 70 cents scoured, line medium cloth- -'
evening.
September 12. al R p. m. deputies.
jlng Montana at Grdi66 cents scoured,
Visiting companions welcome, lly orfine clothing Idaho and Wyoming at
der of H. P. Harry llraunt. acting BRITT-NELSO- N
FKVHT
22 fit 23 cents, line medium at 25W26
secreta ry.
cents, scoured .territory at 6S(i'70
AT
TONIGHT
SHOW
ltunpe returned
TENT
Major Bernard
cents for tine, 60 6(66 cents for fine
mine visterdyy on the California limmedium and 58 ' 60 cent for me- ited from New York, wture he atjdium, both old and new wools, valley
tended the meeting of the National Xye llrauiallc Company l'lcnsc An- Oregon at 2;426 cents for No. 3,
other Ijirgc Audience l inler the III); Texas twelve months at 26ii27 cents,
A'siclntlon of State phnrm.icv Boards,
was elected vice presiTcul on Wcxt (..old Avenue.
of which h
eight months at 23!r24 cents, Ohio
dent, and from Fort Perrv. ,ohlo,
quarter blood fleeces at 31 cents,
Mexhere he accompanied the New
cents,
Michigan quarters at 30ii 30
A (large number of local Foresters
ico rlfb" team.
and tine delaine fleeces at 39i39
night's
of
performance
last
attended
Fe
cant:i
th
be'ween
Veeolia'b'i's
cents. Australian wools are very quiet
the Nye show on West Gold avenue In owing
Fe Cenriihvav official", the
to the scarcity of line merinos.
tent. To say that they enjoyed The bulk
tra's and the McIntoh Frowns are l he big
of the stock of foreign wool
under way for an excursion rate from the performance Is putting It rather In lloston consists of New Zealand
Tonight the monkeys and crossbreds, which are neglected. BosAlbuoueroiie to Santa Fe Sundav on tamely.
by the troupe will do
account of the baM'game In the cap- dogs carried
ton dealers will turn more attention
While a good crowd of some high diving and other stunts In than ever before to the line merino
ital city
boys
tent,
of
local
all
front
and
the
Duke Cliv fans Intend to visit SnnM
Australian wools, and buyers are
Fe Sunday on account of the eatne. a and girls are requested to put In an starting for the sales at Sydney, Adelarger crowd would an providing the ch rly appearance to see the tricks of laide and Melbourne. Boston buyers
rni-nI'sued excursion tickets. The the animals. G. M. Curley, an excel- will attend the London sales, which
will be
Browns are busy practicing at Trac- lent ofbuck and wing dancer,
September 24, but little wool
one
the star players in the concert. open
tion :ark.
suitable
for this country will be ofany
to
challenges
He
local
"dancer"
Bayo 1!. Pevc. believed to be the
fered.
compete
for
with
and
the
buck
him
most versatile violinist In the southn
The
west and northern Mexico, arrived In wing championship.
light pictures will also be given. TWO HUNDRED FAMILIES
morning from
A Iboquerque yesterdav
F.l Paso.
Professor Heves has been The prices of admission are the same.
ARE COMING TO TEXICO
connected with various Mexico and El
One uf the wuml fVattitx ut kidney trmi-tPaso bands and orchestras and Is now
!
Is thn. It la nn Imiiliou
and
plarinlnir nn orchestra of his own. Pro- tuvr the
renllxcg hla clanicer he may
fessor Heves gave several concerts at have a fatal niHln.lv. Take Koley'a Kl1n-Clear iJike, orlli Dnkoin, Man Makes
music lire at the nrat atxn "f trouble aa It
A Llndemann
the I.earnard
For BrliiKliiK l.iitr
.rmnt;emeiU
a
to
IrreKtitnrltlea and prnventa
HrlKht'l
store yesterdav. and according
Colony of Farmer, lo Fthterii New
number of Albuquerque music lovers, dlra and riUttetffl. J, H O Itielly Co.
one of the
Mexico.
Reyes Is unquestionably
Notice.
best violinists that has ever plaved In
I' Oeorge Shade. hiTftiy give notice to the
Reyes
directed
cltv.
Professor
this
genrrul nubile that on and afl.T this dale.
J. I Hylcmiin, of Clea.' Iukp, K.
will n.ii he responsllile for p , wua In Texli'o this weok,
Heilimlier 10.
Ho
any
rnnirsrieu oy niy son.
(uini' as the represéntame or 20U
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES Shude,nenis
Jr.
famlld-from hl coinmunny, farma powder. It cures painAllen's
)
men, all well-to-- il
ful, smarting, nervous feat, anil Instantly
i. iv r. in a kmai í, town ami er arid hUHlnosH
ir
lor
Mr. Hylcmun hits perfet'ttd
takes the sting out of corns and bunions VINO IT MA Kit TO (KT WHAT VH' iople.
mskes llsht or new shoe
IN MM Y OR KTAPI.E OKO EK- - itrrannomenlH to t)ilnt tlienH people to
WAN
Aliens
nm
WK. HAVE NKAKI.V EV-- . l éxico early In Novernbc r, Juki an
KH, 1 'KITE I H
feM easy.
It Is a certain sure for sweating,
II
Try
un thn farmer" gather their crops In
feel.
swollen.
rallona,
Ilr.d.
(O,
PRATT
KKYTIIIXI. T.
today, sold by all druggists and shoe stores.
He say aome of theae peo
Dakota.
Ily mall for "c In stainna. Pon't accept any
fiirtna about here,
.(Hi) mt.w. x ativk iMtonrcT, ple yvlll fro on th buxlnesg
substitute. rnr KRKK trial pnrksge. also free N'osiioitTs
will K' Into
anil others
kf:movi:i: sifi-.i;-it . vk.ii r, nume
Hanltary
Hampla of th
Mr.
02 Into other avenues of buHlnexa.
a new Invention, address Allan X ci.i:.n ahtk'm:. k. v.
Hylemun hag JUHt vlnited many
!
tu N. nit.vr Kr. i'iioxk ib.
r.lm.ted. I Ho. N. T.
of New Mexico, and after all of
hi InVi'Mtliriitlonx, he Iihh reached the
t hut Texlco and the counconclusion
FIRST CLASS TABLE BOARD
try hereabout I tne Ideal place for
J. W. BENNETT
bun and the people he represent
and
1M N. PIKMT
T.a
,
Texlco Democrat.
i

G

clothes you can md?

"

is

Soiithivcst

in tho

this fall for the lowest priced

An-

nounce Decision Early Next
Week-Ne- ws
Notes From the

the F.l Paso and Mexican orchestra
that',' took part In the inauguration
IceiHinonles at Santa Fe recently. Professor Kcyea also played at the in.
augural ball.
Mrs. W. A. Patchln, of Gallup, is
vlsltintr at the home of Mrs. J. K.
Hartline, 427 Baca avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. McCrlmmon, of

Stock

In

FEW DAYS

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE
We Shoe

SEPTEMBER ,11, 1907.

WEDNESDAY,

JOURNAL,

Uelbs.s

WipT

Mineand
'

'

Mill
'

Supplies; Plumbing and Tinning; Stoves, Ranges; Tin and Enameled Ware
!';
Arms and Ammunition; Mail orders Solicited.
!

!

